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Fig.0.1 Edward Burtynsky “ Pentimento”
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I.

Abstract
Old paint on canvas, as it ages, sometimes
becomes transparent. When that happens it is
possible, in some pictures, to see the original
lines: a tree will show through a woman’s dress,
a child makes way for a dog, a large boat is no
longer on an open sea. That is called pentimento
because the painter “repented,” changed his
mind. Perhaps it would be as well to say the old
conception, replaced by a later choice, is a way
of seeing and then seeing again.
––Lillian Hellman

A

were repurposed for manufacturing. It
is now mostly abandoned, and the city is
looking for ways to repurpose it.

bandoned
heritage
sites
have
important stories to tell that relate to the
evolution of the urban environment in
which they are situated. When these sites
lose a programme upon which they were
conceived, they run the risk of losing their
identity by being re-inhabited in ways that
fail to acknowledge or reinforce this story.
Such heritage sites may also be particularly
vulnerable to climate change and rising
sea levels, especially if they were designed
at a time when such major environmental
transformations were unforeseen.

Fig.0.2 Site Collage - Brooklyn Navy Yard
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The underlying stories of the site are in
danger of being lost if a logistical framework
is not conceived, that incorporates these
stories into the future narrative of the site.
This thesis investigates how: the pentimento
of the site––its underlying heritage stories––
can be revealed and celebrated; evolving
environmental problems can be mitigated
and help the site return to an ecologically
resilient and sustainable condition; and a
future-proof framework be proposed for its
ongoing evolution.

The site selected for this design-led research
investigation, the Brooklyn Navy Yard, was
originally a salt marshland on New York’s
East River, traversed by native Americans
and inhabited by native flora and fauna. In
1801 it was transformed into a shipbuilding
yard for the United States Navy. The
shipyard operated until 1966, when it was
decommissioned and sold to the City of
New York; 9,000 workers lost their jobs. The
site was reopened in 1969 as an industrial
park, and a number of large-scale buildings

This thesis asks: How can the underlying
stories of an abandoned, industrial heritage
landscape be preserved in ways that help
prevent the permanent loss of important
lessons from the past, while mitigating
evolving environmental problems and
establishing a future-proof framework for
the site’s ongoing evolution?
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Preface:
D

uring the summer between 2018 and
2019, I was offered an internship in the
United States for Linesync Architecture,
which was designing a project called “Park
Walk PDX”––a resilience project planned
in Portland, Oregon. Park Walk PDX
exposed me to new ways of thinking about
resilience through landscape architecture,
by strategically integrating hardscape with
softscape as well as designing with an open
system. This led me to think critically about
what is hidden underneath our cities. What
are the evolving stories of the site? How can
we bring back these stories through natural
systems?
During my time in New York City, I
reached out to the New York City Economic
Development Corporation (NYCEDC).
The NYCEDC is a government department
in charge of developing old industrial
sites along the city’s waterfront into new
manufacturing areas to provide economic
growth to the city and state. I undertook
multiple site visits to the Brooklyn Navy
Yard, including an in-depth history tour
that changed my perspective about the site
and made me want to investigate and know
much more about what was hidden beneath.
I was convinced that the layers beneath such
heritage industrial sites have lessons for us
all that are essential to safeguard.
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Introduction:
Problem
Statement:

Research Site:

Landscapes are born, they live, and they
are forgotten. Imagine if these landscapes
could speak and tell their own narrative.
The capability of telling that story is
fundamental to landscape architects,
because it is this provocation that invites
them to enable those stories and chapters to
be exposed and read by the user. I believe
that this is one of the most important ethical
obligations of a landscape architect––for
the user to not only witness the stories of
how the landscape has changed, but to also
witness how it is part of a system and how
it has been transformed both positively and
negatively.

Chapter One

Introduction

James Joyce scribbled the words, ‘places remember events’ in the margin of his notes for Ulysses. …
[What if] places, as anthropomorphised entities, really could remember? What impact would this have
on our own behaviour, as visitors in those places? How might this serve as the stimulus for the production
of artistic and critical work in and about a particular place? And finally, how might it affect how we,
in turn, remember the place ourselves?
—Emily Orley, “Places Remember Events” 36
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The site selected for this design-led research
investigation, the Brooklyn Navy Yard,
covers 0.91 square kilometres (300 acres).
It was originally a salt marshland on New
York’s East River, traversed by native
Americans and inhabited by native flora
and fauna. In 1801 it was transformed into a
shipbuilding yard for the United States Navy.
The shipyard operated until 1966, when it
was decommissioned and sold to the City of
New York; 9,000 workers lost their jobs. The
site was reopened in 1969 as an industrial
park, and a number of large-scale buildings
were re purposed for manufacturing. It
is now mostly abandoned, and the city is
looking for ways to repurpose it.

Research
Proposition:

The thesis is titled Pentimento: If
Landscapes Remembered. In fine art,
the word pentimento refers to visible
traces of an earlier painting beneath
subsequent layers of paint on a canvas.
This thesis investigates the ‘pentimento’ of
a landscape––the narrative layers of past
landscape incarnations that become visible
on the surface. Metaphorically, a landscape
site can be understood as the canvas of a
painting, through which traces of its many
previous layers can still be witnessed. The
narrative layers can be recognised as key
historical moments in the site’s history
and enable us to understand how these
past incarnations have shaped the site and
systems in the present time.

This design-led research investigation
proposes integrating the following three
approaches as a design-led response to
the Problem Statement: revealing and
celebrating the pentimento of the site––
its underlying heritage stories––so that
important lessons from the past are not
lost; mitigating evolving environmental
problems so that the site can be returned
to an ecologically resilient and sustainable
condition; and developing a future-proof
framework for the site’s ongoing evolution.
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Research Question:
How can the underlying stories of an abandoned, industrial heritage landscape be preserved in
ways that help prevent the permanent loss of important lessons from the past, while mitigating
evolving environmental problems and establishing a future-proof framework for the site’s
ongoing evolution?

Figure 1.1. Brooklyn Navy Yard Ferry
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Research Aims and Objectives:
T

he principal Research Aim of the investigation is:

RA: to create an integrated design solution that exposes the underlying evolution of the site,
while mitigating evolving environmental problems and establishing a future-proof framework
for the site’s ongoing evolution.
Research Objectives
The three principal Research Objectives of the investigation are:
RO 1: to reveal and celebrate the pentimento of the Brooklyn Navy Yard––its underlying
heritage stories––so that important lessons from the past are not lost;
RO 2: to help mitigate the evolving environmental problems of the Brooklyn Navy Yard, to
return the site to an ecologically resilient and sustainable condition;
RO 3: to explore the development of a future-proof framework––a logistical landscape
solution––that can help enable the successful ongoing evolution of the Brooklyn Navy Yard.

Figure 1.1a. Brooklyn Navy Yard Site 1:6000
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Principal Theorists
R

Waldheim, who argues that in the context
of contemporary disciplinary realignments,
landscape architecture is replacing
architecture as the basic building block of
the new urban condition. He argues for
the design of “logistical landscapes” ––a
framework he proposes to help ensure the
viability and longevity of sites within an
ever-changing global environment. When
reconceiving viable new programmes for
evolving sites, a logistical framework must
be conceived that enables a multiplicity of
transformative options to be available over
time.

esearch Objective 1 and Research
Objective 2 are explored in relation to four
theorists: Elizabeth K. Meyer, Professor of
Landscape Architecture at the University of
Virginia; James Corner, landscape theorist
and Professor Emeritus at the University
of Pennsylvania; Rosemary Ross Johnston,
Professor of Education and Culture at
UTS; Jennifer Hill, specialist in heritage
architecture and Director of Architectural
Projects,
Architects;
Elizabeth
K.
Meyer,Merrill D. Peterson Professor of
Landscape Architecture at the University of
Virginia School of Architecture.; Matthew
Potteiger and Jamie Purinton, Potteiger,
collective authors and contributors to the
book ‘Landscape Narratives’ ;and Charles
Waldheim, the John E. Irving Professor of
Landscape Architecture at Harvard GSD.

Enabling landscape logistics of future
transformations within the site as a part of
a working environment system. And within
the context of logistics - understand that
occupying different levels of the site will
be a useful way of ensuring safety whilst
the site still maintains manufacturing
to occur as an industrial site. Charles
Waldheim’s proposition “Landscapes of
Logistics” is characterised by three themes:
distribution and delivery, consumption
and convenience and accommodation and
disposal (Waldheim and Berger). This is
better described as older ports––living
in abandonment and decay as the way of
consumption transportation and in this
context, ship building––being moved to
more strategic sites. With a new influx of
manufacturing and businesses constantly
moving into the Brooklyn Navy Yard, how
can we design an area to accommodate
recreation as well as address opportunities
offered by a framework of ‘Landscapes of
Logistics’?

Elizabeth Meyer argues for the importance
of understanding––and responding to––
the temporal qualities of the landscape
as a dynamic, open-ended medium.
James Corner provides insights into
methods of addressing the temporal
nature of the urban landscape, arguing
that landscape architecture should not
mirror contemporary reality, but rather be
responsive to the continual reshaping of the
world in which we live. Jennifer Hill argues
that a new design intervention in a heritage
site should be conceived as adding a new
important chapter to a story’s ongoing
narrative, while ensuring the previous
chapters visually contribute to the overall
story.
Research Objective 3 is explored principally
in relation to theories by Charles
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The Brooklyn Navy Yard site represents the
evolution from an industrial dominated
program to a smaller scaled manufacturing
dominated programme. Being in a
transitional phase, we have to find a way
the landscape can accommodate both the
industrial manufacturing programme and
the recreational programme. Matthew
Potteiger and Jamie Purinton focus on the
narratives told by a site and design practices
for telling stories. In one chapter titled
“The Wasteland & Restorative Narrative”,
Potteiger and Purinton write about
wastelands as sites “separated by fences
enclosing strange artefacts and effects,
these are curious sites involving speculation
and explanation. What is most provocative
are the absences. These are the enigmas
that raise questions and generate stories
about wastelands. What happened here?
Why? What are its effects?” The Brooklyn
Navy Yard is one of these sites enclosed and
separated by fences. The presentation of
curiosity is evident within everyone. People
want to know what they can’t see, from
native people of Brooklyn to visitors of New
York City.

the hardscape of the site with historical vegetation
and ecologies continuing the open-ended process
of the site.

Wastelands
as
Ecological
History:
“Environmental history is a counternarrative to progress and its effects”
– Potteiger and Purinton argue the
environmental history is only a very
recent and revisionist interpretation of
such wastelands that have or once had
a significant ecological value. We can
mitigate a site with ecological value but
the process and history of an ecological
site continually changes as an open-ended
process. The design will attempt to mitigate
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Map Exploration

Research

Methodology:

Question Development

Planning

Solution?

Problem
Milestone 1

Resilience & Narrative Precedent Study

Design Process

Data Gathering

Iteration Process

Site Visit

Site Analysis

Literature Review

O

ne of the key methodologies throughout my
thesis is evident in the main question: How can we
mitigate the damage that participants have had on
the landscape which we are celebrating? Like many
precedents before, we have seen derelict hard scapes
being mitigated through vegetation. This offers the
exploration of how landscape architects can mitigate,
celebrate and speak a narrative simultaneously.
Throughout my process, I will be revisiting my
research question whilst going through key stages
that include:

“Research gives you a
considerate framework in
which to approach a piece
of land, it articulates the
land’s story and informs
how your contribution
will sit in relation to what’s
come before. A quick rule of
thumb for any practitioner:
before you invent the heroic
gesture, you listen first, and
you look closely.”

- Site Visit to the Brooklyn Navy Yard to establish
a connection with the New York Economic
Development Corporation.
- Exploring the history of the site as well as the
different layers of this that the site has undergone.
Investigation of past reports and narratives of the
site, including the exploration of past GIS layering.

- Thomas Woltz

Mapping

Spatial qualities

Interim Design Changes

Documentation
Conclusion

- Site analysis of the present site including
community analysis as future analysis.
- Programme analysis focusing on the scale and
scope of the project.

Iterated Design

Literature Review

Preliminary design one

Final Drawings

Final Master plan

Final Design

Modelling

Pentimento
Ecological Landscapes

Preliminary design two

Research
Reflection

- Exploration of site models as well as visual
conceptual models, digitally and physically.

Logistical Landscapes

Preliminary design three
Annotation

- Exploration of existing precedents sharing a
similar relationship to both my site and proposed
intervention.

Solution?

Reflection

- Literature reviews whilst simultaneously working
with conceptual models and testing of interventions.
- Implementing design onto the site as well as
further testing within the Brooklyn Navy Yard.

Figure 1.1b. Methodology Diagram

- Reflection on the effectiveness of design
implementations and testing.
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Scope of the
Design Research:

Thesis Structure:

T

C

he most significant and most evident
limitation with this research is the site itself.
With the site being located in New York City
it was not easily accessible. A mix of travel
and local bureaucracy to gain access to the
site really set the limitations high. Despite
this, I was determined to continue with my
New York site. I set out to achieve a way
of designing in a didactic nature through
landscapes that have been completely
transformed over time. These landscapes
have such a strong narrative to tell and can
not be fully told due to the amount of hard
infrastructure swallowing both its systems
and narrative.

hapter 02: Site Analysis
Site analysis is fundamental to this research
focusing on the site itself and the systems
within it.
Chapter 03: Programme Analysis
The Programme analysis chapter focuses on
the Brooklyn Navy Yards programme and
happenings, what shapes the yard into what
it is today? What activities recreation and
manufacturing occurs on site?
Chapter 04: Literature Review
The literature review chapter investigates
principal theorists in relation to the Research
Question and Research Objectives.

With the proposed question “How can
we celebrate the horizons of history that
are participants of a landscapes story,
whilst simultaneously helping mitigate the
damage of that story?” I am focusing not
only on a design scope conclusion but one
that is designed as an open system that
we essentially do not know what is going
to happen. So we can only predict. This is
supported by Landscape Architect Elizabeth
K. Myer as she argues for the importance
of understanding and responding to these
temporal qualities of the landscape as a
dynamic open-ended medium. Using the
physical context of this research being
based in Brooklyn New York, I hope the
conclusion that the underlying narrative of
the site should be celebrated, can be seen
around the world in years to come.

Chapter 05: Case Studies & Precedents
This chapter critically reflects on existing
case studies and precedents around the
world that demonstrate similarities through
design and narrative. Each case study and
precedent below are related to my developed
design and objectives. They are:
Banyoles Town Center: Located in the
medieval town of Banyoles in central Spain,
this landscape architectural intervention
daylights an old medieval canal, celebrating
the activation of life and play within the
new urban fabric of Banyoles.
Embarcadero Piers: San Francisco’s
Embarcadero Piers lie along the historic
waterfront of San Francisco and have been
left to decay for a significant amount of
years. Hassell Studio in Sydney developed
a strategic urban master plan focusing
on celebrating the waterfront through its
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historical past and activation of the public
realm. The project was summed up into
the project “Restoration, Resilience, Access
and Activation.
Governors Island: Governors Island,
located in New York City is a site that holds
a significant amount of New York City’s
history. Closed off to the public for a great
deal of time due to the military installations
located on the island, it was recently
reopened and has become a successful park
and space for everyday New Yorkers.
Naval Cemetery Landscape: Located
within the site of the Brooklyn Navy Yard,
this particular design has been successful
in recreating the narrative and experience
for the users and visitors of this site.
Portsmouth Historic District: Another site
with a strong naval and nautical history,
this project focuses on the connection to
the sea through the experience of narrative,
highlighting existing structures within the
Portsmouth Navy Base, home of the Royal
Navy.

Review 01: 23 May 2019 - Warwick McLeod,
Tane Moleta, Hamish Beattie
Review 02: 8 August 2019 - Peter Connolly,
Rod Barnett, Jamie Roberts
Review 03: 25 October 2019 - Carles
Martinez
Alamonya
Gual,
Nicole
Thompson, Renata Jadresin-Milic
Chapter 07: Developed Design
The developed design chapter presents
and critically reflects on the strengths
and weaknesses of the developed design
experiment. It proposes a framework for
enabling the ongoing evolution of the site
within the context of unknown, variable
economic and social pressures that will
affect the future site as it evolves.
Chapter 08: Conclusion
The conclusion chapter critically reflects on
how well the thesis has ultimately addressed
the thesis’s principal Research Objectives,
and whether the methodology has been
successful. The conclusion chapter also
critically reflects upon the strengths and
weaknesses of the developed design, and
opportunities for further advancement of
the study if extended beyond the original
scope.

Chapter 06: Preliminary Design
The preliminary design chapter evidences
and critically reflects on the iterative
testing of design approaches and possible
solutions to the Research Question and
the principal Research Objectives. Testing
draws critically from the in-depth site
analysis, relevant case studies and the
literature review. The ongoing preliminary
development of the design was critiqued
on the following dates, and feedback
from these critiques was instrumental in
providing a robust and critical trajectory
for the design’s iterative evolution:
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Site:
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This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.
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Figure: 1.1c The Brooklyn Navy Yard from above
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Figure: 1.2 The East River with Manhattan Skyline
2017

02
Chapter Two

Site Analysis

Figure: 2.1 Brooklyn Bridge
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I
II
III
IV

I. Vermont
II. Connecticut
III. New York State
IV. New Jersey

The United States of America

V

VI
VII

V. New York State
VI. Long Island
VII. New York City

New York State

VIII

IX
VII. Brooklyn Navy Yard
IX. Brooklyn

Figure: 2.2 Navy Yard Wider Context

Brooklyn, New York
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N

ew York City is composed of five
boroughs: Manhattan, Queens, Brooklyn,
Long Island, and Staten Island. The
Brooklyn Navy Yard is located in the
borough of Brooklyn, which is situated
along the east bank of the East River––east
of Manhattan and southwest of Queens.
The following chapter is an investigation
of the Brooklyn Navy Yard’s site
characteristics its history and the narrative
layers of the site as they evolved through
human intervention, dating back to the
native Carnasie and Lenape indigenous
peoples. The chapter begins with a brief
description of the wider region of New
York City, then discusses the borough of
Brooklyn, followed by an in-depth site
analysis of the Navy Yard. The complex
interactions across the greater environs of
the site, its history and its environmental
systems have shaped the Brooklyn Navy
Yard as it is today.

Site.

Figure: 2.3 Site within New York City area
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New York City’s grid formation is one
of the most famous in the world. In
particular, Manhattan’s grid system is one
of the city planning wonders of the world.
Brooklyn has significant similarities to
Manhattan due to its evolving urbanisation
since the colonial occupation and
increased immigration in the late 1800s,
primarily from European countries. The
urban grid blanket of Brooklyn is said to
have been founded upon the historical
hunting trails of the indigenous Lenape
people, leading to colonial Americans
establishing the earliest main roads and
trade routes along these same original
trails.
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Wider Context:
“the size and location
of the Navy Yard gives
it such a valuable
place within New
York City”

T

and Manhattan and Williamsburg Bridges.
Both these bridges provide an important
connection for users to the site as the
highest density of tourists in New York is
concentrated on the island of Manhattan.
With the transportation network of the
East River, Manhattan and Williamsburg
Bridges and the F Line Subway, the wider
context of New York infrastructure plays
a major role in bringing people to the
Brooklyn Navy Yard from all areas of New
York City.

he context map shows how the site is
characterised in relation to its wider context.
When we look at landscape sites, the wider
context gives the site its characteristics as
well as its broader narrative and helps us
understand what makes the Brooklyn Navy
Yard such an important site today. Looking
at the wider context map, it is the size and
location of the Navy Yard that makes it
such a valuable place within New York
City. Tucked within the Wallabout Bay on
the tidal East River, the Navy Yard can be
described as one of New York City’s most
prized pieces of waterfront property.
The site is surrounded by the neighbourhoods
of Vinegar Hill, South Williamsburg and
Four Greene. These neighbourhoods are
only some of the many neighbourhoods
within the Brooklyn area that make up the
site’s wider context. Whilst situated within
the borough of Brooklyn, the Brooklyn
Navy Yard has a close connection with
Manhattan Itself. Being just on the other
side of the East River, the Navy Yard has
unlimited vistas towards Manhattan Island,
as well as the iconic Manhattan Skyline
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Figure: 2.4 (opposite) Brooklyn Wider
context map 1:14000
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The East River:

Hudson River

Harlem River
Hutchinson River
Westchester

Flushing Bay
Flushing Creek
Flushing
Newtown Creek

Figure: 2.6 East River tributaries

Gowanus Canals

T

he tidal East River is the lifeline of not
only the Brooklyn Navy Yard but also New
York City. Before the establishment of New
Amsterdam (present day New York City),
the East River was a thriving ecosystem
with a diverse range of flora and fauna
and tidal wetlands, where the present day
Brooklyn Navy Yard is located.
Figure: 2.5 Wallabout Bay Depth Chart
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Sea Level / Flood Plain 2020
Scale 1:60000 @a1

Sea Level / Flood Plain 2100
Scale 1:60000 @a1

2020 Exsisting Flood Plain

2100 High Tide Minimum

2020 Exsisting Flood Plain Maximum

2100 High Tide Maximum

2100 Future Flood Plain Minimum

2100 Future Flood Plain Minimum

2100 Future Flood Plain Maximum
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Figure: 2.7 Sea level flood plain 2020

2100 Future Flood Plain Maximum
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Figure: 2.8 Sea level flood plain 2100

Brooklyn, New York:
Population:

2,648,000
Area:

250.00 km2

Population Density:

14649 per km2
Demographics:

49.3% White
35.9% Non-Hispanic
34.8% African American/Black
19.5% Hispanic/Latino
12.4% Asian
Social Analysis
Neighbours

225.15 acres
91.11 ha

of

Brooklyn’s

Key

Brooklyn, standing at 29m above sea level.
Clinton Hill was established as a community
when the Dutch settled around Wallabout
Bay in the 1640s growing tobacco around
the bay and surrounding areas. The racial
makeup of Clinton Hill is as follows: 42.2%
African American, 35.6% White, 13.1%
Hispanic or Latin American, 5.2% Asian,
0.5% Pacific Islander and 3.3% from other
races. The total population of Clinton Hill in
2010 was 34,791 with a population density
of 73.9 per acre. (Point 2 Homes 2019)

Vinegar Hills is predominantly Irish, with a
median income around 116,500 USD. As of
2016, there are 62,000 residents in the 0.26
km2 area of Vinegar Hill. (Point 2 Homes
2019)
Williamsburg is roughly 86.2% White,
10.5% Hispanic, 2.4% Black, 0.1% Asian,
0.8% other. Williamsburg is home to 78,700
residents (2010) with 123.7 residents per
acre. Since the 1990s Williamsburg has
been significantly gentrified with property
prices dramatically rising; it is now being
characterised as a contemporary art scene.
(Point 2 Homes 2019)

With Brooklyn holding 14,649 people per
square kilometre, open space and green
space is hard to come by. Public space is a
key element in mental health for big cities
such as Brooklyn and New York. Many of
the inhabitants living in the surrounding
communities either live in apartment
buildings, terraced housing or projects.

Clinton Hill is home to the highest point in
Figure: 2.9 Site context with highlighted
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Mespaetches

Quandgequareous

Werpoes

The
Indigenous:
For if the intervention is to find its place,
it makes us see what already exists in
a new light. We throw a stone into the
water. Sand swirls and settles again. The
stir was necessary. The stone has found its
place. But the pond is no longer the same.
Simultaneously, historically, aesthetically,
functionally, personally, passionately.
––Peter Zumthor Thinking Architecture
17

T
Ihretonga

Marechkawieck Rinnega Ckonck

Werpoes

he Landscape which the Brooklyn Navy
Yard lies on today was once an ecologically
rich swampland. The crescent-shaped
bay was named “Mahrenhanreck” by the
Carnasie indigenous people, meaning
sandy beach or bay. This natural landscape
was fed by two tributaries, later known as
Schenk’s Creek and Wallabout Creek, which
had their sources in the lower lands of Long
Island (Grument 258). Water extended
much further inland before the current site
conditions, with the mud flats and swamp
lands nearly reaching today’s Flushing
Avenue. High tides would flood much of the
current Brooklyn Navy Yard Site with the
except of two hills. These two hills offered
dry land and became the earliest sites to be
developed at the navy yard. (258)

The closest Native American community
center is located in downtown Manhattan,
with little influence in the Brooklyn area.
The Native American People have 7 cardinal
directions within the landscape itself. They
are the following:
North - South - East - West - Above - Below
- Within. These directions respond to the
land and the systems the land presents
through seasonal change and the shape of
the landscape itself.

Today the influence from the native
Carnasie and Lenape is rare. As the only
remnants of their underlying narrative is
the way the Brooklyn gid system shows
some correlation with the historic hunting
trails around the borough (DiZerga 171).

Figure: 2.10 Native American Hunting trails and
Villages
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Gowanus
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The Yard Past &
Present:
A

cemeteries near Ridgewood. The northwest
slope of this ridge is drained by three now
channelled and culverted creeks: Newtown,
Wallabout and Gowanus. Post-glacially,
these streams have reworked the upper
levels of sandy sediments before reaching
tidal influence. The smallest of the creeks,
Wallabout, drained a small, low area before
emptying into the tidal marsh and mud
flats of Wallabout Bay. The tidal dominance
in most of the Wallabout drainage is welldocumented historically, but this influence
has been lessened over time as industrial
filling and dredging lifted land out of the
marshy mudflats to accommodate the
growth of the navy yard and surrounding
urban industries. (Salwen 1965: 32).

s the East River flows southward
between Manhattan island and Long Island,
its channel makes a gradual bend between
the Williamsburg and Manhattan Bridges
before emptying into the upper bay of New
York Harbour. Originally the outside or
southern banks of this river formed a broad
tidal flat and marsh, which the early Dutch
called Wallabout Bay. Today, fill and pilings
within this tidal bay support a marine
industrial complex known as the Brooklyn
Navy Yard.
The natural beauty of Wallabout Bay before
European colonisation represents a part of
Brooklyn that has been completely lost due
to the domination of urban hardscape. The
original landscape and re-forming of the
landscape have shaped the character of the
present naval yard and Wallabout Bay.

In early post-glacial times tidal influence
was also less, as evidenced by the known
ecstatic or worldwide rise in sea level since
that period. Growth of vast areas of coastal
marsh throughout the New York Harbour
is correlated to the post-glacial rise in sea
level. . For coastal New York this rise in sea
level has been estimated at between 3 and 4
feet per century until 6000 years ago, and 1
foot per century 2600 years ago. As of 1965,
it has slowed dramatically to 0.45 feet per
century (Salwen 1965: 32).

Most of the familiar land features of Long
Island and Brooklyn are the result of glacial
action. Two terminal moraines are evident,
both resulting from sub-stages of the last
glacier, the Wisconsin, which retreated
from this area 15,000 years ago. (Salwen
1965: 32).
With the majority of Brooklyns landscape
being completely swallowed by the dense
urban fabric, the morainal ridge is still
evident and is now partially marked by
much of the city’s green space; this includes
Prospect Park, Greenwood Cemetery, and

Figure: 2.11 Colonial Manhattan and establishment of
Brooklyn township map.
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Prehistoric Layer:
No pre historic settlement now site have been discovered in
the site area. Prehistoric activities occurred throughout the
Brooklyn area but nothing significant within the site of the
Brooklyn Navy Yard other than domination of salt marsh and
the margins of flanking shoreline.

Arrival of the Europeans:

Paleo Indian Layer:
No Paleo Indian sites or materials have been found on Long
Island. Whereas the site may have acted as hunting grounds
for Paleo Indians found on Staten Island (Ritchie 1965).

M

Archaic Stage Layer:
Material evidence of people practicing a balanced economy
of hunting, fishing and gathering is generally associated with
dates as early as 6500 years BC. Within New York this has
been evident within several sites around Staten Island and
the Eastern and Northern shores of Long Island (Ritchie &
Funk 1973: 4) Materials identified in coastal localities suggest
land use for camp sites by small bands of people whom
were nomads around the land during seasonal exploration
of the abundant shellfish resources. (Smith 1950: 106).
Unfortunately with sea level rise many areas potentially
sensitive to archaic archaeological finds may now be drowned
(Salwen 1965).
The Transitional Stage Layer:
Generally the beginning of this age 3300 years BC is identified
by the presence of stone pots in artefact assemblages,
otherwise much like earlier archaic assemblages (Ritchie &
Funk 1973: 71). Transitional populations probably practiced
an economy similar to that of archaic. Again possible camp
sites similar to archaic may have occurred near present or
original shorelines.
The Woodland Stage Layer:
3000 years BC is the period of time for ceramic pottery
at archaeological sites, as well as other traits such as native
American Indian tubular smoking pipes of clay or stone, bird
stones and boat stones (Ritchie and Funk 1973: 96). Trash pits
and shell middens found throughout coastal New York show
evidence that the woodland people relied heavily on foodstuffs
close to the water as well as large amounts of shellfish found
in coastal bays and estuaries (Smith 1950: 106; Ritchie 1965:
268). Woodland people developed to use ceramic pottery
more elaborate and decorated. Ritchie has defined two
cultural phases of the late woodland for coastal New York;
the Bowmans Brook phase and the later Clasons Point phase.
Distinguished by the by the ceramic and lithic artefacts found
at various trash pits, habitation sites, and burials on coastal
New York, these phases represent more sedentary village
populations which still exploited the abundant shellfish as
well as game found in the surrounding deciduous forests
(Smith 1950: 116-17, 120-21; Ritchie 1965: 267-71) . During
this period of time throughout the North East of America,
Native American cultivation of the land included the farming
of maize, beans, squash and other plant verities. Ceci (1977)
argues that maize cultivation by the Algonquian Indians of
Long Island was never more than marginal due to the infertile
soils. During the late 17th Century the Canarsie people
became involved with trade to the Dutch and then later the
English.
Wampum manufactured by the Canarsie Indians became
a key currency in the fur trade when trading with the
Europeans. Late Woodland village life began. No settlements
were present in the Western parts of Long island. There were
two Canarsie Indian Villages present. One near the present
Canarsie section of Brooklyn and the second at Ryders Pond
also known as Gerritsen Basin (Bolton 1920: 312-13; Lopez
and Wisniewski 1971).
A village known as Werpos presumably existed at the head
of the Gowanus Creek. The site was located within 2 miles of
the present day Brooklyn Navy Yard. 17th century control of
Western Long Island by the Europeans lead to the significant
decline of Canarsie and other groupings of Indians from
coastal areas (Smith 1950; Ceci 1977: 264-65). ** Natural
occurring events since this time significantly have effected
potential sites of significance.

this point in time.

erchant sailors from the Netherlands
followed soon after Henry Hudson’s
expedition in 1609 and by 1614 a charter
was issued by the Netherlands granting
exclusive trading rights in the Hudson River
territory to the New Netherland Company.
(Ment 10). In 1625, the new town of New
Amsterdam was established in present day
downtown Manhattan. New development
on Long Island grew slowly during
the establishment of New Amsterdam.
Long Island started to see growth in the
1630s when more land was purchased by
Europeans from the native Carnasie tribe.
In 1637, Joris Jansen de Rapelje and his
wife purchased from the Canarsie tribe 335
acres around present day Wallabout Bay.6
Rapelje was a Walloon, or French-speaking
native of Belgium. Walloons, as well as
the Dutch and French Huguenots, made
up most of the early settlers in the region.
This section of land soon became known
as “Waal-bought,” meaning either “Bend
in the River” or “Bay of Walloons,”. The
name eventually was translated into English
and was the later pronounced Wallabout.
(Lancaster and Gillion 136)

Historic Collage of Old Maps:
No ScaleUnderlay of Historical Map from Brookyln 1846 under
modern contour map and streets of Brooklyn today.

Figure: 2.12 Layer Overlay map of Brooklyn
and Wallabout Bay
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Rapelje’s grandson, Rem A. Remsen, bought
about seventy acres on the western end of
the original farm and built a 1500-footlong dam on a stream that flowed into the
property at a point near the present Sands
Street Gate. The dam resulted in a pond,
on which Remsen also constructed a mill.
(136) Rappelle’s family owned this land
until 1781. (Kadinsky 2016)
In 1801 President John Adams moved
quickly to establish a strong central
Government . At the end of his term
he then establishes the first of 5 naval
shipyards around the nation, including the
Brooklyn Navy Yard. The yard was turned
into an industrial strong hold to increase
the firepower of the United States Navy
(Gray 2006)

Rapelje and descendants owned the land
for more than 100 years. Rem Jansen
Vanderbeck married one of Rapelje’s
daughters in 1642 and settled his family in
the Wallabout area. When he died in 1681 he
had fifteen children. Following the custom
of their culture and time, the male children
adopted Remsen (literally meaning “son of
Rem”) as their new surname. The Remsen
family became one of the most popular
families and names in Brooklyn throughout
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Landform Change:

1766

01

Figure: 2.14 Landform Wallabout Bay

1781

02

Figure: 2.15 Landform Wallabout Bay

1940
Figure: 2.13 Canvas Overlay of Landform Change
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03

Figure: 2.16 Landform Wallabout Bay
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Figure: 2.18 The East River and Wallabout Bay By John
Bachmann

Figure: 2.19 USS Ranoke at the Brooklyn Navy Yard 1861

This content is unavailable.
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list for further details.

Figure: 2.17 Brooklyn Navy Yard workers 1942
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Figure: 2.20 Crimsoning of the USS New York 1914

Figure: 2.21 The Brooklyn Navy Yard Aerial 1930
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The Yard’s Time line:

1966

2001

Today

BNYDC undertakes sustainability
initiatives to support a rapidly
growing
cluster
of
green
manufacturers. The Yard’s largest
expansion since WWII is underway.

Secretary of Defense Robert
McNamara closes the Yard, along
with over 90 other military bases
and installations. At the time of its
closing, the Yard is the employer of
more than 9,000 workers

2017

1969

The Yard is continuing its biggest
expansion since WWII, with some
$700 million in new development
in progress. With the openings of
Bprojects, employment at the Yard
will more than double in the next few
years, jumping from 7,000 to 17,000+
by 2020.

New York City reopens the Yard as
an industrial park managed by the
nonprofit organization Commerce,
Labor and Industry in the County of
Kings

1889

The launch of the USS Maine begins
the “battleship era” for the United
States. When it sinks nine years
later in Havana Harbour, it sparks
the Spanish-American War with the
rallying cry “Remember the Maine!”

1945
Yard management

increases the
workforce to 70,000 employees.
Women are hired for the first time
at the Yard to work as mechanics
and technicians. WWII ends on
September 2, 1945, when Japan signs
unconditional surrender on the Yardbuilt USS Missouri, a.k.a., “Mighty
Mo.”

1824

The Government purchases from
Sarah Schenck the 25 acres of
property on which the Naval Hospital
now stands.

1841
The government

1776

British Occupation of New York City
during the Revolutionary War brings
Prison ships into Wallabout Bay. As
many as 11,500 Americans Die for
British Embargo crimes

builds its third
granite dry dock, using a steampowered pile driver for the first time
in the United States

1801
President John

Adams moves
quickly to establish a strong central
Government . At the end of his
term he then establishes the first of
5 naval shipyards around the nation,
including the Brooklyn Navy Yard

Pre 1600

Wallabout is situated along the East
River with local Lenape and Carnasie
people cultivated the land. The Bay
has a significantly strong ecosystem
with salt marsh and wetland areas
surrounded by native woodland.

1638

Dutch Settler Jansen De Rapelje
purchases 335 acres of land around
Wallabout Bay from Native American
Carnasie Indians.

Figure: 2.22 Navy Yard time line mural found on
the exterior of the Brooklyn Navy Yard, the only
evidence of the underlying narrative of the site.
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A Photographic

Journey:

Figure: 2.22a Photographic collage of Brooklyn
Navy Yard physical site model
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Figure: 2.24 Dock Avenue Crane (Dry Dock 4)

Figure: 2.23 Morris Ave, Brooklyn Navy Yard
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Figure: 2.25 Dry Dock 3 and Manhattan from
Building 77

Figure: 2.26 19th Century Cannon against building 70
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Figure: 2.27 Pier J looking towards South
Williamsburg
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Figure: 2.28 Pier C looking towards The Lower East Side
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Figure: 2.29 Building 72 with Williamsburg Bridge in the
background

Figure: 2.30 Building 72 from Pier C
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Figure: 2.32 Steiner Studios from
Building 77

Figure: 2.31 The East River and Brooklyn Navy Yard from
Manhattan Bridge
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Figure: 2.33 Building 72 and Downtown Manhattan
from Building 77

Figure: 2.34 Hudson Avenue Power Plant from Pier C
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West Elevation

01

02

03

04

05

06

South Elevation

Figure: 2.35 Site photograph elevation.
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Urban Grid Blanket:
T

Wallabout Creek and its relation to the
historic shoreline. The Wallabout Creek
sketch shows the direction of flow into the
East River and the connection between
the western and eastern sides of the bay.
The Wallabout Creek had been a vital
source and tributary for the East River
for years and has since been completely
built over. Daylighting the Creek may be
a key iteration in the design process of the
following thesis.

he following illustrations represent
conceptual design testing of what the
landscape might have appeared like before
the existing urban grid took form. The
conceptual testing was done by taking the
existing urban grid, cutting out various
areas and placing them on top of one
another to create a form.
Test One: This sketch shows the natural
systems relating to the Wallabout Creek,
which flows underneath the urban
fabric in the present day. The significant
implementation of piping and the
redirection of the Wallabout via a channel
made a significant impact upon the eastern
side of the Brooklyn Navy Yard. There is
an opportunity to daylight the Wallabout
Channel and enable the creek to flow again
naturally into the East River.

Test Four: The final testing looked at the
connection between Manhattan Island and
the urban grid of Brooklyn, specifically
looking into the relationship between the
direction of grids and the water’s edge.
There were key areas to draw out, each
having a strong connection to the water.
Much of the urban grid blanket covers
hidden waterways and areas of reclamation.

Test Two: This sketch focuses on the
Wallabout Bay, which is the body of water in
the East River adjacent to the site. The rapid
increase of reclamation during the 19th to
early 20th century completely swallowed all
mudflats and salt marshes throughout the
site, destroying a once thriving ecosystem.
The Wallabout Bay once had a significant
number of tributaries and creeks running
into the it, leading to an exploration of the
likely ecosystems that would be present
in the bay, if there had been no human
intervention. This test also examines what
would happen if the site were to become
completely derelict, and what ecosystems
would be created from this change.
Figure: 2.36 Urban Grid Blanket testing
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Test Three: This sketch focuses on the
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Brooklyn Green Space:
“Urban
corridors
have no reason to
not be enhances of
ecological capability”
- Michael Van Valkenburg

T

he following map shows the location
of green space and pocket parks around
the Brooklyn Navy Yard. From historical
town planning, Brooklyn has undergone
a similar development to London with
respect to the incorporation of “pocket
parks”. Pocket parks, also known as miniparks or vest-pocket parks, are urban open
spaces at a small scale (Blake 1). With these
pocket parks being located within the urban
fabric, there is limited space around the
water’s edge for green space. Until recent
years there has been a drive for more green
space along both the Hudson and East
Rivers, as industrial sites around New York
are being transformed into recreational
areas. Michael Van Valkenburg’s Brooklyn
Bridge Park represents a precedent for this
movement of green space arising along the
water’s edge. One of the difficulties is the
lack of connection to these Green Spaces.

of Brooklyn. Focusing on the narrative
of the site, the pre-European green space
defining the thesis site was in the form
of vast salt marshes and woodland. The
reintroduction of heritage planting can
be successfully implemented within these
areas to help reawaken this narrative, as the
majority of trees planted around New York
City parks are native and have adapted to a
new ecosystem as the city has changed over
time.

Figure: 2.37 1-14000 Brooklyn Green space map

Michael van Valkenburg argues that urban
corridors have no reason to not acquire
enhanced ecological capability. These
corridors have the capacity and potential to
become ecological hot spots and ecological
enhancements to the current urban fabric
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The Immediate Edge:
Exsisting Pier Edge

Exsisting Pier 6 Edge

Exsisting Drydock Edge

T

he immediate edge of the Brooklyn
Navy Yard, like most waterfronts around
New York, is historically characterised
by a series of wharf piers with little or no
connection to the water itself. Waterfronts
like Wellington’s waterfront have similar
characteristics and can be deemed to be
successful; the waterfront of Wellington is
effectively configured like an amphitheatre
design surrounding the water. The high
wharf piers give the user of the space a
perspective from above. One characteristic
that distinguishes Wellington from the
Brooklyn Navy Yard is Wellington’s
immediate connection to the water’s edge.
Wellington’s waterfront had been designed
to have different pockets of pause and
access right down to the water’s edge. This
in itself provides an important precedent
for successfully bringing people to the
water’s edge amongst different areas of the
Brooklyn Navy Yard.
The biggest obstacles of bringing people to
the Brooklyn Navy Yard’s edge is the wall
surrounding the Navy Yard itself. With
the Yard being closed to the public for
years, there has been a stigma established
within the public realm that it is a no go
zone. One of the main design goals is to
open the navy yard by removing the wall
in certain areas to help create an inviting
easement for the public. With three highly
populated neighbourhoods surrounding
the Wallabout Bay, there is no reason for a
lack of life and vitality around the Brooklyn
Navy Yard’s edge.

Figure: 2.38 1:6000 Immediate Edge Map
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Figure: 2.40 Dry Dock 1 Side Section

Figure: 2.41 Dry Dock 1 Front Section

Figure: 2.42 Dry Dock 4 Side Section

Figure: 2.39 Dock Avenue Crane (Dry Dock 4)

Existing Dry Docks:
Figure: 2.43 Dry Dock 4 Front Section

T

he existing dry dockyards are a key
feature within the Brooklyn Navy Yard,
making this waterfront site like no other
in New York City. The existing dry docks
provide an opportunity to help tell the
narrative of the horizons of history above
and below this historic site. The following
page presents six different cross-sections
of three of the main dockyards located
within the Brooklyn Navy Yard. While the
dry dockyards clearly represent the strong
narrative of shipbuilding, they also can
offer a narrative frame to view the historical
salt marsh and ecological significance of the
site.

Figure: 2.44 Dry Dock 6 Side Section

Figure: 2.45 Dry Dock 6 Front Section
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Figure: 2.47 Surrounding Green space

04 Public Space

03 Historic Shoreline

Figure: 2.46 Historic Underlay

Figure: 2.49 Urban Plazas and Public Space

05 Visual Lines

06 Wind Rose wheel

Figure: 2.48 Historic shoreline and waterways

Figure: 2.51 Wind Rose Wheel

Figure: 2.50 Visual Lines into the site
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4. Public Space: The public space layer
represents the lack of public space around
the Brooklyn Navy Yard, as well as the
lack of public space when it comes to the
connection New Yorkers and visitors have
with the East River. The majority of public
space within the surrounding context is
located in the areas of project housing
and high density housing courtyards. This
influences life within these areas, as they
can be described as semi-private due to the
location of these plazas.

ased on the Site Analysis, the design-led
research investigation suggests six principal
narrative layers that are important to
safeguard for this site as a major objective
of the thesis’s developed design:

02 Green Space

01 Historic Underlay

Site Assessment Layers:
B
1. Historic Underlay: The historic map
is composed of underlay layers showing
the changing conditions of the site from
the establishment of the Brooklyn Navy
Yard with the first construction wharves
to the east of the Wallabout Bay. Since
the establishment of the Navy Yard, the
shoreline has dramatically changed with the
amount of reclamation and infrastructure
around the Wallabout Bay, shrinking the
size of the bay significantly.

5. Visual Lines: The visual lines layer
focuses on the exposure of the Brooklyn
Navy Yard from different areas of the
surrounding context. With the Brooklyn
Navy Yard being completely walled off at
the present, there are only brief moments
of visualisation available to gain an insight
into the site. These moments include views
from the Lower East Side of Manhattan
Island and both the Manhattan and
Williamsburg Bridges. The simple design
move of removing the boundary wall will
completely change the way the public
interacts and views the Brooklyn Navy
Yard as a public space and site.

2. Green Space: Within the close context
of the Brooklyn Navy Yard, the lack
of sufficient green space is evident. As
mentioned previously, in the wider context
green space map, many of Brooklyn’s parks
and green spaces are pocket parks. With
the development and planning of the
implementation of more green spaces along
the East River waterfront, the Brooklyn
Navy Yard provides an idyllic location for a
social green waterfront.

6. Wind Rose Wheel: The wind rose
layer presents the wind rose wheel of the
Brooklyn Borough. Brooklyn experiences
its prevailing wind from the northwest, with
occasional wind gusts from the warmer
south. The Brooklyn Navy Yard is relatively
exposed to the northwesterly, which can get
bitterly cold during the months of January
and February. These winds are typically
due to polar vortexes, which are a common
occurrence during the winter months.
During the summer months, winds are
usually from the west and can be calm.

3. Historic Shoreline: The historic shoreline
is one of the most informative maps within
the site assessment layers. The changing
shoreline has directly led to the bay
shrinking, and being covered by hard scape
and wharves. The historic shoreline layer
presents all tributaries that historically have
flown into the Wallabout Bay, evidencing
how the topography has manipulated the
course of water flow within the site. The
historic shoreline is a key contributor to
the narrative over the site as a whole and
should be celebrated as a horizon of history
through the new design.
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Surrounding Water Bodies

Transportation Network Connections

Figure: 2.52 Transportation Network Connection Brooklyn
Navy Yard
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Figure: 2.53 Surrounding Water Bodies Brooklyn
Navy Yard
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Figure: 2.54 New York City and the Brooklyn Navy
Yard

Source: ArcMap GIS
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03
Chapter Three

Programme Analysis
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The Brooklyn Navy Yard has gone through
a significant amount of change, not only to
the physical landscape and infrastructure,
but also the programme around the site.
The following chapter outlines the current
site conditions based around the site’s
programme. The historical context of the
site’s programme and the future-focused
logistical framework take into account a
meaningful programme for the site’s future
vision.
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3.1 Isometric
Drawing Analysis:

I

sometric 01: This isometric represents
the buildings within the Brooklyn Navy
Yard constructed pre-1940 in the dark grey,
against buildings built post-1940 in the light
grey. The majority of buildings within the
yard were developed as the second world
war broke out and more infrastructure
had to be developed due to the growing
demand of ship manufacturing. This also
resulted in a historically significant increase
in employment for the Brooklyn area at the
time.

01
Figure: 3.1 Building age programme analysis

Isometric 02: This isometric represents
areas within the Brooklyn Navy Yard
that are currently used for dockyard
boat maintenance. Importantly, these
maintenance areas are slowly decreasing
as the price of boat maintenance in central
areas of New York demand more capital.
With this increase in price, more ship
maintenance and dry dock areas will move
to busier ports located in areas around New
York, such as New Jersey and Staten Island,
making room for more waterfront public
areas.

Figure: 3.2 Current dockyard programmatic use

.
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3.1 Isometric
Drawing Analysis:

I

03

sometric 03: This isometric represents
the current green areas and green
space within the yard. This layer also
includes wild planting that mainly
occur throughout the summer months.
The majority of green space is located
around the Naval Hospital area, as the
topography is slightly higher and has not
been swallowed by the hard scape around
the dockyard area. Another key analysis
of green area is the rooftop garden on the
roof of building number 3. This is a recent
initiative by the Brooklyn Navy Yard to
start developing green space on the roof of
surrounding buildings within the yard.

Figure: 3.3 Green space location and potential programme

Isometric 04: This isometric focuses on
the flat available land around the site of
the Brooklyn Navy Yard. With further
investigation, there are some areas of
the site that belong to the City of New
York as a water treatment plant and tow
yard operated by the New York City
Police Department. Flat sites around the
Brooklyn area have also developed into
new infrastructure and manufacturing
projects such as the Admiral’s Row office
space along the southwestern edge of the
Brooklyn Navy Yard. The majority of this
flat land is current car parking.

Figure: 3.4 Car Parking Programme
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3.2 Historical
Site Programme:

3.3 Current Site
Programme:

B

T

efore the Yard’s main programme of
shipbuilding, the site’s economy was focused
on cherry and apple horticulture, as mill
irrigation farming slowly transformed the
site landscape over due course. The Navy
Yard site historically has been industrydominated with a key emphasis on the site’s
history focused around shipbuilding and
manufacturing. (Brooklyn Navy Yard)

he Brooklyn Navy Yard is currently
transitioning from an industrial site that
has not seen much activity since World
War II. The current programme of the site
is dominated by industrial activity and
manufacturing with other maintenance
programmes occurring, such as ship repair
and storage facilities. The Navy Yard today
has opened up some of its infrastructure to
the public. The directors of the Navy Yard
state: “The yard is undergoing its largest
expansion since World War II. Through
nearly one billion USD investment, the
yard will add over 2 million square feet
(185,806 km2) of space and 10,000 jobs by
2020 - more than doubling employment to
17,000+ jobs” (Brooklyn Navy Yard).

Figure: 3.5 Launching of the USS North Carolina.
Workers scaffolding was a common sight
throughout the Brooklyn Navy Yard around this
time.
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3.4 Future Site
Programme:
A

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

ccording to recent publications,
(Brooklyn Navy Yard) the Brooklyn Navy
Yard’s future vision and goals include:
Become a leader in vertical manufacturing
development;
Enhance industrial operations while
integrating the Brooklyn Navy Yard into the
fabric of surrounding communities;
Grow New York City’s modern
manufacturing sector, reaching 30,000 jobs
in the future;
Enhance the yard’s dynamic campus
through innovative urban design––which
is the fundamental goal for the thesis
design investigation, within the context of
safeguarding and celebrating the horizons
of history on site. (XYZ)

catering for community-focused activities
and paying homage to the displacement of
people(Brooklyn Navy Yard) historically in
Brooklyn. Civic space is defined as an area
established with freedom to allow users
to organise, participate and communicate
with each other with a set of universally
accepted rules. This is done within a space
where users are able to do so without
political influence.
Entertainment: The Brooklyn Navy Yard
is home to a number of large converted
warehouses that host a range of different
entertainment happenings. These include
music gigs as well as art exhibitions. The
Brooklyn Navy Yard has some warehouses
being leased to young and emerging artists
who have stayed on and opened up galleries.
The future for entertainment looks bright
and space is the contributing factor in how
and why entertainment can be successful
within the Brooklyn Navy Yard.

Recreation: This site represents the
evolution from an historically industrial
dominated program to a future recreational
dominated programme. The site is in a
transitional phase, so it is important to find
a way that landscape can accommodate
both programmes.

Figure: 3.6 The Brooklyn Tech Triangle

Tourism: The Brooklyn Navy Yard will be
designed to cater for not only locals and
workers but also visiting tourists. This is
a key user group to design for, as many
tourists visiting the site would not know
the underlying narrative of the site. In the
context of this thesis investigation, the
site needs to be designed in a way that
teaches visitors to the site how the site
was characterised historically, and what
might the next chapter of the site hold in
its ongoing evolution. Tourism in this area
is set to boom(Brooklyn Navy Yard) due
to its close proximity to the water, as well

Narrative: As one of the main goals to
celebrate the horizons of history, narrative
storytelling through landscape architecture
and urban design can be an important tool
to add to the experience and place identity
of the site. Narrative storytelling will be at
the forefront of the thesis’s spatial design for
the site.
Civic: The future of the site is focused
around establishing a successful public
realm within the Brooklyn Navy Yard,
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3.5 Conclusion
F

as its location between the two popular
neighbourhoods in Brooklyn, Dumbo and
Williamsburg.

or an ever-evolving, future-proof
landscape design programme for the
Brooklyn Navy Yard to be successful, it is
key to have a well-designed public realm
based around it. Waldheim’s theory of
logistical landscapes, where an industrial
realm and public realm can work
harmoniously together within a site, will be
at the forefront of future design. The site has
much potential in regards to programme.
Site programme has been a crucial area of
analysis to identify, due to the large number
of happenings and the evolving programme
within the site, moving forward to cater for,
whilst simultaneously introducing, future
programmes.

Manufacturing: The Brooklyn Navy Yard
has been incorporated into the Brooklyn
Tech Triangle. The Brooklyn Tech Triangle is
made up of downtown Brooklyn, Dumbo (a
neighbourhood of Brooklyn characterised
by cobblestone streets, converted warehouse
buildings, and independent boutiques), and
the Brooklyn Navy Yard, which is proposed
to be New York City’s largest concentration
of technology and creative practices outside
Manhattan (XYZ). The triangle itself has
over 1,350 companies within it. With the
proposed design thesis intervention for
the Brooklyn Navy Yard, there is a goal to
establish a logistical landscape framework
to allow both the public realm as well as
manufacturing hubs and businesses to
work logistically together, so that the public
realm can work harmoniously with the
ever-changing industrial development.
Sustainability: Sustainability within the
Brooklyn Navy Yard is important, with
evidence that some important changes
are already occurring within the site. The
majority of street lamps and roofs of the
site have solar panels, as well as some even
having wind turbines. There is also a trend
within the site in regards to green roofs; this
includes grey water filtration systems and
urban agriculture. (Brooklyn Navy Yard)
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Chapter Four

Literature Review
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Literature
Review:

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

T

he literature review chapter investigates
principal theorists in relation to the Research
Question and Research Objectives.
RQ: How can the underlying stories of an
abandoned, industrial heritage landscape
be preserved in ways that help prevent
the permanent loss of important lessons
from the past, while mitigating evolving
environmental problems and establishing
a future-proof framework for the site’s
ongoing evolution?

The Literature Review is divided into four
sections as follows:
04.1 Pentimento (relating to RO 1)
Principal theorists: Matthew Potteiger
and Jamie Purinton, Rosemary Johnston,
Jennifer Hill, Thomas Woltz, Cathy Ganoe
04.2 The Narrative Construction of Reality
(relating to RO 1)
Principal theorist: Jerome Bruner

RO 1: to reveal and celebrate the pentimento
of the Brooklyn Navy Yard––its underlying
heritage stories––so that important lessons
from the past are not lost;

04.3 Ecological Resilience (relating to RO
2)
Principal theorist: Elizabeth K. Meyer
04.4 Logistical Landscapes (relating to RO
3)
Principal theorist: Charles Waldheim

RO 2: to help mitigate the evolving
environmental problems of the Brooklyn
Navy Yard, to return the site to an
ecologically resilient and sustainable
condition;
RO 3: to explore the development of a
future-proof framework––a logistical
landscape solution––that can help enable
the successful ongoing evolution of the
Brooklyn Navy Yard.

Figure: 4.1 Building 28 Brooklyn Navy Yard
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Pentimento
RO 1: to reveal and celebrate the pentimento of the Brooklyn Navy
Yard––its underlying heritage stories––so that important lessons from
the past are not lost.
Matthew Potteiger, Jamie Purinton

Rosemary Ross Johnson

Jennifer Hill

Thomas Woltz

Cathy Ganoe

Jerome Bruner

04.1.1

04.1.2

In their book Landscape Narratives: Design
Practices for Telling Stories, Matthew
Potteiger and Jamie Purinton focus on
narratives told by a site and design practices
for telling stories. In particular, the chapter
“The Wasteland & Restorative Narrative”
describes wastelands as sites “separated by
fences enclosing strange artefacts and effects,
these are curious sites involving speculation
and explanation. What is most provocative
are the absences. These are the enigmas that
raise questions and generate stories about
wastelands.” (Pottiger Purinton) They ask,
“What happened here? Why? What are its
effects?” (Pottiger Purinton)

James Joyce’s scribbled the words “places
remember events” in the margin of his notes
for Ulysses (Orley 36). This provocative
phrase inspired the title of this thesis
Pentimento: If Landscapes Remembered.
Rosemary Ross Johnston’s article “Landscape
as Palimpsest, Pentimento, Epiphany”
inspired incorporating pentimento into the
title. As applied to a landscape in this thesis
investigation, the word pentimento refers to
the layers of history within a site, with the
site itself acting as a metaphorical canvas.
Over time, each layer of a site’s history will
slowly reveal itself, awakening hints of what
was there before. Johnston argues that:
Time and space are dynamic co-existing
elements of landscape; they are ideologically
encoded, culturally threaded. Imagine
landscape as a canvas, freshly painted, but
with bits of other older paintings showing
through, like a Pentimento, and with the
colours of the world outside the frame
seeping in around the edges. (Johnston 15)
The Brooklyn Navy Yard is a site that has
had multiple layers of history transforming
its canvas (site) over time. Time and space
are dynamic co-existing elements of a
landscape, as the dynamic changes over
time have completely reshaped the site.
Layers of pentimento will continue to shape
the ever-evolving site over time.

The Wasteland & Restorative
Narrative

Landscape as a palimpsest,
Pentimento, epiphany

According to Potteiger and Purinton:
“Environmental history is a counter
narrative to progress and its effects”
(Pottiger Purinton).
They argue that
environmental history is only a very recent
and revisionist interpretation of such
wastelands that have or once had significant
ecological value. We can restore damaged
ecologies of a site, but the process and
history of an ecology continually changes
as an open-ended process. The thesis
design will look to mediate the hard scape
of the site with historical vegetation and
restorative ecologies, while recognising the
open-ended processes inherent to an everevolving site.
Figure 4.2: Cannon remaining hidden within the
site at the Brooklyn Navy Yard
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04.1.3

04.1.4

Six Degrees of Intervention

“Listen First, and Look
Closely”: Thomas Woltz on
Storytelling and Landscape
Architecture

Between the extremes of restoration and
unrecognizable transformation there
exists a wider range of subtle interventions.
These exist beyond the straightforward
categories of restored object, coexistence
of historical layers or the contrast of new
and old that inform many contemporary
interventions
– Hill, 64

Thomas Woltz, founding director of
Nelson Byrd Woltz Landscape Architect in
Charlottesville Virginia and New York City,
believes that what is missing in landscape
architecture in the 21st century is its role
in curating history. Thomas Woltz’s firm
Nelson Bryd Woltz has been at the forefront
of curating history through landscape
architecture for the past 19 years. When
reflecting on one of his projects, The Orongo
Sheep Station in New Zealand, Woltz
states: “It is important to remember two
very important moments in New Zealand
history. We are not celebrating those specific
dates or those specific moments, but these
events shaped both the Pakeha and Māori
history of the site” (Woltz). Woltz argues
that even if a site has a negative history that
has impacted the shaping of the site, we
should still celebrate the landscape, as this
is how it has functionally arrived at its state
in the present. Woltz writes:

Jennifer Hill argues that the present needs to
be recognised as another important chapter
within a building’s ongoing story. The overall
story is just as important as the new chapter
being added. This can also be considered
true in the context of landscape architecture.
Rather than restoring a landscape back to
its original state, a landscape architect can
add a new chapter that adds productively
to the overall tale, telling users about what
the site has undergone over time. The
preliminary design experiments will be
conceived to expose previous important
layers of the site’s history, while adding a
new one, demonstrating the systems that
were once in place, mixing together the old
and the new.

To understand the full narrative of the
Navy Yard site and how it has developed
the systems and place identity it exhibits
today, the designer needs to discover
these layers and find a way to convey the
narrative of it all. This is done in the thesis
investigation by researching the layers of
the site history and the agency of heritage
mapping opportunities.
This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

Figure 4.3: Woltz

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

...in the landscape, so often important stories
of the past have been muted or destroyed either
through time or successive transformation. The
landscape either evolves naturally or is forced
to evolve to make it unrecognizable from what
came before. But there is also another kind of
transformation, that is the erasure by who gets
to tell history. … [A]s soon as you’re aware of
these layers, you can amplify and show those
stories that have become invisible. (Woltz)
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Figure 4.4: Orongo Sheep Station, Hawkes Bay
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04.1.5

Design as a Narrative: A
Theory of Inhabiting Interior
Space
Experience - The landscape supports
broad human purposes that become more
particular to the individual (11) or how
does the specific design become important
to the individual? a particular example to
this design criteria within the Brooklyn
Navy Yard could be a family member or
relative having a connection through past
employment.

Cathy Ganoe is an interior architect who
specialises with narrative design. Ganoe
explores a common method to integrate
their experience of environment making
their personal responses known to self
and other though the method of personal
narrative. Although her theories and writing
around interior design, these findings and
theories can easily be implemented within
the landscape as this specific environment.
The writing is going to follow this manor of
replacing interior space with the landscape
design itself, changing views but having
the same underlying theme of design as a
narrative. Ganoe presents three tables that
relate attributes of design criteria and the
parts of the narrative itself. The definition
of order can be described in this context as
Landscapes are viewed dynamically over
time and through movement (Ganoe 11) an
example of this specific design criteria can
include the changing of sun angles within
a certain landscape changes perception of
space and time.

State of mind - Landscapes can be
created for the public realm with different
backgrounds, intentions and psychological
traits. How are different people going to
understand or respond to this new space?
(11) Examples can include different
secluded zones as well as open zone for
more public display, how can the design of
the Brooklyn Navy Yard create new urban
life?
Meaning - Landscapes convey various
meanings through shared symbolic content
and interrelationship between visual forms
(11). An example within the chosen site
can be the 7 cardinal directions the Lenape
and Canarsie peoples use. How can we
incorporate the north - south - east - west
- above - below and within into designing
this new space? How are visitors going to
experience this symbolic meaning?
Innovation - Landscapes can express new
or unconventional ideas and create original
meaning (11). How can the Brooklyn Navy
Yard mitigate an evolving environmental
problem with the damage it has caused?
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How can this lead to design innovation
through resilient design?

to mitigate the evolving environmental
issues of the site.

Transformation - Landscapes have the
power to create a new and heightened reality
(12) How can landscape architecture alter
the sense of self? This heightened reality can
be done through the notion of scale, lights,
materiality and symbols/framing devices

Convergence
Broad
subjective
orientations creates biases toward certain
types of design outcomes that are slow
to change - How does landscape design
allow for and embrace diversity(Bruner 6)
in its goals methods and outcomes? (12).
A broad design orientation that will be
included into the design of the Brooklyn
Navy Yard is the inclusion of a community
center as a space created for inclusion and
belonging as it once was before European
arrival to the Wallabout bay.

Universality - All Landscapes are part of the
broader human phenomenon of inhabiting
place. How can a space heighten the overall
experience of being alive? (12). An example
of this can be an inscription or an old piece
of infrastructure creating an awareness
of past, present or future reflecting on a
broader sense of purpose.
Multiplicity - a Landscape or landscape
design is not experienced in exactly the
same way by two people - under what
circumstances should design understand
that humans respond to space differently
and cannot be controlled? (12) - An area
such as the Brooklyn Navy Yard will be seen
differently by people so how can we design
in a way to make the experience different
but the feeling comfortable?
Subjectivity - On some level, landscape
design becomes a strictly subjective
experience - Should undesired design
outcomes be considered failures or can
these be viewed as a learning experience or
a challenge for growth (12). The Brooklyn
Navy Yard should not only vater for the
experience but also be catered for the
systems that are going to be put into place
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04.1.6

The Narrative Construction
of Reality

particularity, there is no narrative” (Bruner
6-7). This feature focuses on the uniqueness
of the site as well as the unique experience
by one when visiting the site. As this site
is also a site of thoroughfare as well as
manufacturing and work, each experience
is different to each individual. The unique
experience of the site can be accomplished
due to the diversity of not only the
narratives but the diversity of the systems
and space. Each time a user visits the site,
they are sure to have a different experience.
Pentimento can achieve this as a new layer
can be uncovered and celebrated with every
visit.

Jerome Bruner is a literary theorist who
proposes ten key characteristics that are
essential in order to convey a successful
narrative. The design-led research
experiments for this thesis will integrate
Bruner’s theory of conveying a successful
narrative with the theorists above in relation
to pentimento. Bruner’s ten characteristics
will be interpreted in the thesis experiments
to provide a framework for a landscape
narrative to help to unveil the progressive
chapters of the history of the Brooklyn
Navy Yard, its pentimento. Ganoes writing,
Design as a Narrative and the design criteria
definitions were extracted from Bruner’s
ten characteristics that were the foundation
of the construction of fictional narrative.
These 10 characters are the following:

03 Intentional State Entailment
“This feature is about the relevance of
stories (happenings) to the beliefs, desires,
theories, values, etc. of a context. A story
must affect the intentional states of the
people / cultural context. In this sense, a
designer substitutes mankind for nature to
make the story meaningful. It addresses the
agency, the presumption of choice. Because
of choice, your design intentions do not
determine a narrative; it is determined
by how the participant interprets why
something happens, rather than predicts
that it should (in other words, the reasons
why rather than the actual causes)” (Bruner
7). This focuses on how the user will
explore the narrative, it is up to the user
how they move through the site rather than
being dictated and told where to go. the
site is there to be explored and celebrated,
not only used as a thoroughfare. Different
backgrounds and different desires will have
intentions for different experiences.

01 Diachronicity
“Events in a narrative construction are
understood by the way they relate over time,
rather than by their moment-by-moment
significance” (Bruner 6). Bruner describes
time as being something that occurs
through human nature rather than time
acting through a clock, months, or years
which is better described as abstract time.
Time is better described as the noticeable
change around us in our environment. This
has relation to the open system designed as
there is an open medium when designing
around landscape architecture.
02 Particularity
“A narrative is embedded in the generic; but
to make the generic story worth reading,
the ‘suggestiveness’ of a story lies in its
particulars, its unique attributes. Without
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04 Hermeneutic Composability
“When there is no ability to determine “truth”,
the best hope of hermeneutic analysis is to
provide an intuitively convincing account
of the meaning––in other words, finding
ways to make the individual parts and the
whole of a story live together. The parts
need to be composed in a way that we can
interpret them as a whole” (Bruner 7-11).
Focusing around the notion of symbolism,
there are many potential and opportunities
for symbolism within the site due to the
rich history and people who have occupied
the site. For example the native American’s
lifestyle was focused around symbolism,
especially with the 7 cardinal directions.

site for the future of logistics and economic
growth, the thesis draws on how we can
investigate what has happened through
past stories and develop from them.
06 Referentiality
“Narrative ‘creates’ a reality, rather than
simply referring to reality. It involves
collecting verisimilitudes (the appearances
of truth), rather than verifiable facts. It
creates a world of its own. The narrative
invites us to bear witness to that world”
(Bruner 13). Realities are capable of
heightening our experience or sense of
self. It is referential ability that makes
the individual reflect on the space
itself and develop the understanding of
the underlying narrative of the site or
landscape. Pentimento can develop into a
way of celebrating and reflecting on certain
layers in the Brooklyn Navy Yard, making
the landscape a didactic experience.

05 Canonicity and Breach
“Some stories (happenings) that apply the
four qualities above do not warrant telling.
‘Canons’ are a story that represents a norm.
In order to make the story worth telling,
we must look for how a canon has been
breached. It is the relationship of the story
to its breach that provides fertile ground for
innovation. Our research can lead to people
seeing the ordinary in fresh ways. So, we
need to first investigate what the story is,
and then decide why it is worth telling.
It could lead people to look at familiar
circumstances and then see them as
uncertain or problematic, challenging them
to interpret anew. This goes to the heart
of Roman Jakobson’s famous quote: “The
artist’s role is to make the ordinary strange”
(Bruner 11-12). Canocity and breaching is
looking at unique forms and functions into
how design can develop into innovation.
With a focus on mitigating an evolving
environment as well as future proofing the

07 Genericness
“This relates to the narrative as a whole
and the form of its telling. To translate the
‘way of telling’, into another language or
culture where it does not exist, requires
invention. The ‘genre’ we choose may
be a representation of social ontology
(the nature of being), while ALSO being
an invitation to a particular style of
epistemology (knowledge; the distinction
between justified belief and opinion). As
such, it can have a powerful influence in
changing our mode of thought (the way
we think about something): how we tell a
story can change the way we think about
something (Bruner 14-15). How do we tell
this particular story? Bruner states that a
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narrative is a way to connect all cultures and
how strong the narratives influence is (15).
The Brooklyn Navy Yard will investigate
how it can accomplish this by the notion
of inclusion and cultures sharing the same
underlying lying narrative of the landscape
surrounding. As we discover these stories
of the site, we can find a common ground as
this is a powerful way to tell the sites overall
narrative.

legitimately have their own interpretation
through one’s culture’s processes for
negotiating meaning. The contextsensitivity (dependency) permits cultural
negotiation” (Bruner 17). One of the big
design moves throughout this research
investigation is to give the user freedom
to move about the site. As the previous
programme has been in play, the general
public were not able to move through the
site and areas were restricted. As the notion
of a logistical landscape is implemented,
users are able to work and move through
the site harmoniously without any fear.

08 Normativeness
In order to have a breach, we must start
with a norm. In terms of narrative fiction,
a typical norm is a ‘pentad’ (5 elements):
Agent, Act, Scene, Purpose and Agency.
Cultural conventions determine the
‘ratio’ of the five; a breach ensues when
this ratio becomes unbalanced” (Bruner
16). Normativeness is something a large
site such as the Brooklyn Navy Yard will
undergo. Each individual will have a
different experience of the site as the space
can never be truly experienced the same
way as one another. To design around this
we need to take into consideration the
agent, act, scene, purpose and agency of
how each individual will experience the
site and cater for how one might respond to
the landscape. This is impacted by different
cultures also as the idea of establishing
a community center can bring displaced
people together in a harmonious manor, as
a sense of belonging is implemented.

10 Narrative Accrual
“This feature is about making the parts
become a whole collective representation.
This allows us to understand ‘canonicity’
and when a ‘breach’ has occurred” (Bruner
19).
With so many stories and narratives
being discovered throughout the site
and celebrated, how can we design with
one underlying narrative. Discovering 7
main stories that need to be told is crucial
throughout this research investigation,
from those 7 stories, how can we intertwine
these stories and celebrate them whilst
simultaneously mitigation the evolving
landscape in which they lie.

09 Context Sensitivity / Negotiability
“This involves the balance of a) narrative
intention plus b) the requirement of
background knowledge to understand the
intention. This balance enables everyone to
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Ecological Resilience
RO 2: to help mitigate the evolving environmental problems of the
Brooklyn Navy Yard, to return the site to an ecologically resilient and
sustainable condition;
Elizabeth K. Meyer

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

04.3

Large Parks
hard scape structure, softened completely
with new pockets and areas of retreat
and enhancement of ecologies. Elizabeth
Meyer presents Landschaftspark Duisburg
Nord as one of the leading sites around the
world that: “has employed design strategies
that exploited the temporal qualities if
the landscape as a dynamic, performative
open-ended process medium” (80).

Elizabeth K. Meyer, who teaches landscape
architecture at the University of Virginia, is
the principal theorist for addressing Ro 2.
She specialises in theory about landscapes
of disturbance:
Landscapes of disturbance will always
be sites of uncertainty and risk; places of
anxiety and discomfort. The experience of
beauty that is found and created there will
echo with pervasive unease and insecurity
citizens have about the shadow kingdom
that we share, our contaminated American
landscape. (82)

Meyer argues that creating beauty out of
the strange is the first step in the process
of environmental recentering (82). Meyer
goes on to profess that:
I am convinced that these large parks can be
so much more. They can contribute to and
challenge civic life, toxic discourse and our
consumer republic. They can assist in reframing
environmental problems as social economic,
and political issues that implicate industrial
processes. (81)

Meyer writes:
Many design critics, including me, have
commented on the shift from spatial to temporal
preoccupations in landscape architecture theory
and practice since the late 1980s. More recently,
most premeditated entries in the large park
competitions, from Landschaftspark DuisburgNord, to FreshKills Park to DownsView Park,
have design strategies that exploited the temporal
qualities of the landscape as a dynamic,
performative open-ended process medium. (80)

Figure 4.5: Landschaftspark Duisburg Nord presents the mitigation through green infrastructure taking the
landscape back to its original form by vegetating areas that were past hard scape. Public realm is created from the
strategic design of opening up certain areas of the factory as “Wastelands present curiosity to people”.
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To conclude, it is valuable to design with
an open process medium in mind; design
open systems instead of something that
will decay, whilst simultaneously designing
something that acts as not only a park but
also a place of civic activity.

Landschaftspark Duisburg Nord is an
old abandoned industrial factory turned
Landscape Architectural Paradise. The
existing patterns and fragments formed by
industrial use were taken and developed
for new use, creating a completely new
landscape and perspective on the wasteland.
Over time the landscape has taken control
of the site––with the implementation of
“play” and “explore”––into a completely
different age. One key feature of this
park is the Piazza Metallica and how it
presents a hard and rugged industrial
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Logistical Landscapes
RO 3: to explore the development of a future-proof framework––a
logistical landscape solution––that can help enable the successful
ongoing evolution of the Brooklyn Navy Yard.

Charles Waldheim
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03.1

Logistical Landscapes
area to accommodate recreation as well as
opportunities offered by a framework of
‘landscapes of logistics’––a framework for
enabling progressive evolution of disparate
programs in a safe and sustainable manner.

In his book Logistics Landscape, Charles
Waldheim, chair of landscape architecture
at Harvard University GSD, argues that in
the context of contemporary disciplinary
realignments, landscape architecture is
replacing architecture as the basic building
block of the new urban condition. He argues
for the design of “logistical landscapes”––a
framework he proposes to help ensure the
viability and longevity of sites within an
ever-changing global environment. When
reconceiving viable new programmes for
evolving sites, a logistical framework must
be conceived that enables a multiplicity of
transformative options to be available over
time.
Waldheim posits that landscape logistics
of future transformations need to be
enabled within a site as a part of a working
environment system. And within the context
of logistics, occupying different levels of the
site may be a useful way of ensuring safety
whilst the site still maintains manufacturing
to occur as an industrial site (reference).
Charles Waldheim’s proposed “landscapes
of logistics” is characterised by three themes:
distribution and delivery, consumption
and convenience and accommodation and
disposal (reference). This can alternatively
be strategised as older ports being moved to
more strategic sites, but typically this would
happen over an extended period of time.
A site during this period would need to be
designed to enable a progressive transition
from an industrial program to a public one,
changing in relation to ever-evolving social
and economic conditions. With a new influx
of manufacturing and businesses constantly
moving into the Brooklyn Navy Yard, the
thesis investigation needs to address an

Investigating
the
site’s
logistical
framework and the increase in small scale
manufacturing jobs on the site, there has
seen a trend from a site dominated by
industrial hard scape, where the economy
is strong and defined by shipbuilding, to
a site still significantly contributing to the
economy and private wealth with shared
office spaces and smaller manufacturing
companies, mainly occupying the interior
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Precedents & Case Studies:

Chapter Five

Case Studies & Matrix
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01

- Banyoles Old Town Refurbishment - Girona, Espana

02

- San Francisco Embarcadero + Public Piers Plan - CA, United States

03

- Governor’s Island Public Space and Masterplan - NY, United States

04

- Naval Cemetary Landscape - NY, United States

05

- Portsmouth historic District, Portsmouth, United Kingdom

- PENTIMENTO

-PENTIMENTO
-LOGISTICAL LANDSCAPES

- PENTIMENTO
- ECOLOGICAL RESILIENCE

- PENTIMENTO
- ECOLOGICAL RESILIENCE

- PENTIMENTO
-LOGISTICAL LANDSCAPES
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01

Banyoles Old
Town:

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

Mias Architects - Spain
2012

Figure: 5.1 Banyoles Old Town water
connection ramp

Materiality also plays a crucial role in
presenting the historical side to the project.
Mias architects simply accomplished this
by selecting the same material in which
the whole city centre is built of. Created
from tiles of travertine stone, these stones
create folds to order the form of canals and
regulation gates. This also intervenes with
the pedestrian movement “making cuts in
their movement” so the water flow can be
felt throughout the site.

Located in Spain, Banyoles Old Town is a
Spanish medieval town with a rich history
and historic infrastructure. Its public plaza
was refurbished by Mias Architects in 2012.
The site is a pedestrian-only plaza area in
the centre of the town with tributaries of
narrow streets and old sidewalks. Mias
Architects summarise the project as the
following:
The Banyoles Old Town Refurbishment
daylights old long dormant 3 canals
throughout the Monastery town of
Banyoles, Spain.

When reflecting on the research objectives
of this thesis investigation, Banyoles offers
significant opportunities for addressing
Research Objective One: to reveal and
celebrate the pentimento of the Brooklyn
Navy Yard––its underlying heritage stories
- so that important lessons from the past
are not lost. Banyoles has a playful didactic
nature to its design. Banyoles successfully
reveals and celebrates its hidden layers of
history.

The goal was to present the narrative of
these historic waterways to the people––to
share not only the heritage of the town, but
also to create a didactic environment. The
project enhances the public awareness of
the urban heritage

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

The refurbishment of the canals has become
a successful attraction to the town as well
as teaching the town about what has been
lying dormant underneath for centuries.
The refurbishment creates opportunities for
“play” for all. (Mias)
Figure: 5.2 Banyoles Canal outlining the
old canal system
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02

San Francisco
Embarcadero +
Public Piers:

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

Hassell Architects - Sydney
2018

Figure: 5.3 Embarcadero connects not only the
city to the waters edge but it provides multiple
programme throughout.

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

•
•
•

Figure: 5.4 Embarcadero’s Master plan

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

objectives of the thesis investigation. RO 1,
to reveal the pentimento of the Brooklyn
Navy Yard––its underlying heritage
stories––so that important lessons from the
past are not lost, relates to Embarcadero in
relation to exposing its layers of historical
context. Adaptively reusing the wharves
along the harbour front, whilst retaining
the majority of the infrastructure,
demonstrates qualities of pentimento.
RO 2 is also reflected: to help mitigate the
evolving environmental problems of the
Brooklyn Navy Yard, to return the site to
an ecologically sustainable and resilient.
The refurbished piers focus around the
opportunity of habitat creation; the
biodiversity around the bay is also put on
display, with a combination of public space
and education and research functions,
which makes a positive contribution to the
ecology of the bay as well as the education
of the public. (Hassell)

The San Francisco Embarcadero district
has shaped the way San Francisco is today
in 2020. The district has always been an
economic, cultural, historic hub for the city
of San Francisco due to its close proximity
to the water as well as its contiguity with
Market Street. Over time, the Embarcadero
had become dilapidated, and Hassell
Architects’ project was to revitalise the
Embarcadero district through design
involving: restoration, resilience, access and
activation. According to Australian firm
Hassell Architects, their goal was to:

•
•

•
•

Rehabilitate and preserve important
sites within the Embarcadero historic
district;
Give the public a diverse array of
activities and attractions for people of
all ages, backgrounds and economic
levels––on port piers and inside
refurbished facilities;
Provide the port with market-based,
real-world input into the reuse of the
Embarcadero historic district piers and
facilities;
Facilitate collaboration and partnership
between potential pier tenants.

The Embarcadero project in San Francisco
relates strongly to all three principal research
Figure: 5.5 Embarcadero’s historic and changing
shoreline
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03

Governors Island
Park Master
plan:

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

West 8 - New York City
2007-2016

Figure: 5.6 Governors Islands manipulated
topography pays homage to the hilly landscape
of Manhattan pre European colonisation

The abandoned Governors Island, located
in Manhattan at the confluence of the
Hudson and East Rivers, was the subject
of an international design competition
in 2006 to transform it into a landmark
destination.
The urban design and
landscape architecture firm West 8 won the
competition, with a Master Plan design that
serves as the catalyst and driver for future
development.

out of the flood zone, transforming the
Island through topography. Re-emerging
as an extraordinary new public park that
embraces all of New York Harbour, its
ecology, its history, its culture and its
magnificent beauty have become an icon for
the city, a beacon in the harbour. (Geuze).
Governors island has successfully
accomplished telling the narrative of the site
in a way that mimics what the ;landscape
was before European occupation in New
York. The experience can be that of a total
escape from city life, essentially travelling
back in time. These layers in design can
definitely be celebrated as pentimento. The
logistical framework and planning around
ecology has also made the site be able to
mitigate evolving environments around the
site.

The ten newly designed acres of park pay
homage to the lush, hilly landscapes of
pre-colonial Manhattan, and they help
fortify the island’s resilience in the face of
rising sea levels. Rather than withdrawing
in the face of the advancing waters, the
majority of the Island has been lifted

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

Figure: 5.6a The Statue of Liberty framed
through the sites topography.

Figure: 5.7 The different layers in design through
West 8
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Naval Cemetery

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

Landscape:
Nelson Byrd Woltz- Brooklyn Navy Yard,
Brooklyn NY
2010-2016

Figure: 5.8 Naval cemetery seating on the
boardwalk

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

role landscape immersion plays in the
development of human intelligence, social
and emotional capabilities, and the capacity
for regeneration and healing.

The Naval Cemetery Landscape, by Nelson
Byrd Woltz Landscape Architects, provides
an ecologically rich oasis in the dense,
urban environment of Brooklyn. The park
is the first public open space associated with
the 26-mile long Brooklyn Greenway that
stretches from Green Point to Red Hook.
Nelson Byrd Woltz developed a meaningful
program rooted in site history and ecology,
while responding to the open space needs of
the neighbourhood and that of the broader
community.
Based on the sensitive nature of the former
burial ground, a key component of the site
design and construction was a restriction
from the State Historic Preservation Office
that prohibited disturbance of the soil
beyond the upper four inches. Working
within these constraints, the landscape
design team developed a methodology that
utilised a precast diamond pier foundation
system to support the boardwalk and entry
building. (Woltz)

This understated landscape quietly
reawakens the site’s layered history for
the benefit of its inhabitants. The park
naturally builds community as it hosts
yoga, meditation, and ecology classes,
while providing an opportunity for visitors
to engage with the seasonal changes of
the meadow. It engages the public in the
importance of pollinator habitat in the
urban environment, symbolically attracting
many forms of life to a place that has
historically commemorated death. (Woltz)

The design and installation of a wildflower
meadow is also in response to the sensitive
nature of the site. Social scientists are using
the site, notes, and recordings to research
the positive benefits of access to nature on
the mental and physical well-being of the
people who visit the site. The data from the
project will contribute to a growing body of
research that demonstrates the important
Figure: 5.9 The Navy Cemetery Meadow
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Portsmouth
Historic District:
Portsmouth, United Kingdom
Latz + Partners

Figure: 5.10 Portsmouth with new civic area around
HMS Victory

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

Figure: 5.11 Quotes have found their way into the
materiality of the site to help speak the narrative

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

the Brooklyn Navy Yard––its underlying
heritage stories––so that important
lessons from the past are not lost. It
has successfully done this through its
materiality and creation of a public realm
around a once, heavy industrial setting.
The majority of heritage around the site
has been preserved as has been framed
to highlight relics and celebration of the
Royal Navy.

Latz + Partners strongly believe in
developing strong bold landscapes and
discovering the unique character of place.
Portsmouth historic dockyard is a place
of outstanding character value with a
wonderful collection of buildings, ships
and docks; however, what it is missing
is the connection to the sea. Latz +
Partners see this site as a gateway to the
world of past and present and a place of
discovery and imagination conceptually.
In their design for Portsmouth Historic
District, Latz + Partners want to capture
the essence of excitement, to make the
journey of the user into a new way to
interpret the narrative of the site, through
their own experience navigating their
way through the landscape. A carpet
of stone integrates all elements of the
landscape, whilst moving from a north
and south direction. The visitor can choose
to discover a range of navigation points
throughout the site that are unique, to
capture initial excitement and imagination,
whilst also complementing each other
with their place in the historic landscape.
Portsmouth historic dockyard becomes a
place where real living nautical history and
the fascinating landscapes of our memory
come together. (Latz + Partners)
Portsmouth Historic Dockyard focuses
heavily on research objective one: to
reveal and celebrate the pentimento of
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Figure: 5.12 Overview of the Portsmouth Historic
District
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Underlying Narrative
Programmatic Design

Activation

Topography

Manipulation

Planting

Native Planting

Ecology

Enhancement

Literature

History

Framing

Landmarks

Fluidity

Infrastructure

The Landscape

Conclusion:
From the precedents it is evident that there are
many ways to convey a meaningful narrative
through landscape architecture. Banyoles
conveyed its narrative through water and
the displacement of water, throughout a
town that was once characterised by its old
canal system. Embarcadero Piers in San
Francisco celebrates its narrative through
programmatic design and activation of the
wharfs along the banks of the San Francisco
Bay. Governors Island has manipulated
topography and established native planting
that begin to replicate what pre-colonised
Manhattan once was. The Brooklyn Navy
Yard Cemetery looks into planting as well
as enhancement of the ecology that once
thrived along the banks of the Wallabout
Creek. Finally the Portsmouth Historic
District presents its narrative through
literary quotes and a range of materiality to
demonstrate that the land upon which you
stand has a strong nautical history, whilst
simultaneously framing certain historic
relics within the site such as 18th century
battleships.

Connection

Water Movement

Public Space

Displacement

Case Study

Restoration
Resilience
Access
Activation

Interpretation
Research Objective One:

to reveal and celebrate the pentimento of the Brooklyn Navy Yard––its underlying heritage stories––so
that important lessons from the past are not lost;

Research Objective Two:

to help mitigate the evolving environmental problems of the Brooklyn Navy Yard, to return the site to an
ecologically resilient and sustainable condition;

Research Objective Three:

to explore the development of a future-proof framework––a logistical landscape solution––that can help
enable the successful ongoing evolution of the Brooklyn Navy Yard.
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Case Study Matrix:
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“Landscape is stratified heritage. Landscape is always culture, laden with
values, economic practices, stories and myths, emotions, notions and
social programmes, as well as with the diverse memories connected with
them. The identity of the landscape – and thus identification with that
landscape as well – is very closely linked to this”
— Blerck, H. v., Koekebakker, O., & Meggelen, B. v. Memory & Transformation. Rotterdam:
NAi Publishers. 2008. p17

01
02

This
content is
unavailable.
Please
consult the
figure
list for
further
details.

Displaced Waterways:

The displacement of waterways throughout the site hidden by the urban
fabric lying dormant underneath, still as a system but trapped.

Displaced Ecologies:

The ecological systems lost with the industrialisation and built
environment of the surrounding site and damage of the narrative.

03

Stratified Landscape:

04
05

Native Carnasie:

06
07

Naval Intervention:

The blurred and intertwining layers within the landscape celebrated
through horizons of history leaving a visible trace on top of another
visible trace - Pentimento

The story of the Native occupants, the narratives and practices that
occurred throughout the site, celebrating the intangible.

Displaced People:

The story of new cultures in Brooklyn with the adversity of
discrimination and place.

Shipbuilding and manufacturing starts within the site establishing its
current name “The Navy Yard”

New Dawn:

“You design for the present, with an awareness of the past, for a future
which is essentially unknown.” — Norman Foster

Figure: 5.13 Narrative Board Matrix
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Displaced
Waterways:
T

he first of the 7 underlying narrative
layers of the Brooklyn Navy Yard site is
the displaced waterways. The displaced
waterways are focused on the waterways
that were once visible on the site, that
have now been completely built over. This
includes the narrative of the Wallabout
Creek and the historic shoreline and salt
marsh area of the Wallabout Bay. The design
intention for the displaced waterways’
stories is to research and understand what
was once there using the materiality of the
shaped site today. This has been done using
concepts from the Banyoles precedent, as
the canal system has been celebrated using
the materiality of the town. Other design
intentions are focused around how people
interact with the displaced waterways.

Figure: 5.14 Banyoles Canal System

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

The following map presents the most
effective location within the site to place
these waterways and design interventions,
using a range of snapshots of existing
waterways that have been observed
as ‘displaced waterways’. One unique
characteristic of the Brooklyn Navy Yard is
its flatness. This flatness makes these open
spaces much easier to design, as there are
few topographical obstacles.

Figure: 5.15 The Banyoles canal systems highlights
the displaced waterway that have been hidden
underneath layers of the towns history and
progression
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This content is unavailable.
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list for further details.

Displaced Waterways:
N
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01

01
01

W

01
01

01

01
S
Figure 5.16: Displaced Waterway Matrix Map
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02

Displaced
Ecologies:
T

he displaced ecologies narrative layer
is focused on restoring the ecological
systems lost due to the industrial and built
environment and damage this has caused.
Once a rich thriving ecosystem before
European arrival in the 17th century, the
displacement of the original ecological
systems has occurred due in part to the
clearing of woodland and dredging of
marshland. The thesis’s design narrative
intends to tell this story by replanting
native wetland and woodland planting that
would have occurred on the site historically.
Through this planting and increasing
ecological materials, the rejuvenation of a
thriving ecosystem on site is possible.
Figure: 5.17 The Australian Pavilion at the 2018
Venice Biennale

A key design precedent for activating this
design narrative layer is the Australian
Pavilion at the Venice Biennale in 2018.
Titled ‘Repair’ the pavilion highlighted 99%
of Australia’s lost native grassland since
European settlers arrived. It then created
its own ecosystem within a room proving
that displaced ecologies can indeed redeem
themselves and thrive within a changed
context.

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

Figure: 5.18 Titled ‘repair’ the pavilion highlighted
Australia’s 99% of lost native grassland since
European Settlers arrived.
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This content is unavailable.
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list for further details.

Displaced Ecologies:
N

02

02
W

E
02
02
02
02
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02

Figure 5.19: Displaced Ecologies Matrix Map
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03

Stratif ied
Landscape
Stratified
Heritage
T

he stratified landscape looks at the
tangible and intangible layering within the
landscape. The design intention to activate
this narrative layer is to create a landscape
that presents an intertwining landscape,
with each layer exposing a specific stratified
place.

Figure: 5.20 Naval Academy Marina

The stratified design is to be implemented
into the site in places where there are
already existing opportunities for exposing
pentimento. There are areas such as the dry
docks, where it would be successful to take
visitors to the above and below, wherein
these layers of history can be unveiled and
celebrated.

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

This concept of stratified heritage is one of
the most important for this thesis’s research
objectives, as it intertwines all other stories
together so that important lessons from the
past are not lost.

Figure: 5.21 ‘Topo House’ by Johnson Schmaling
Architects 2014
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Stratified Landscape:
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Figure 5.22: Stratified Landscape Matrix Map
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Native Lenape:
C

up. Circulation starts underground with an
entrance ramp that disappears in the earth
and connects directly into the bottom of
the bowl. From there, circular ramps spiral
up between and around the platforms that
house the library and exhibition spaces.
Auxiliary spaces are located around the
bowl below ground. The materials used
for the building are traditional heavy clay
and adobe for the underground portions
and wood and concrete for the horizontal
planes. The dome is glazed or enclosed with
transparent film.
(Prix and Schmidbaur)

oop Himmelb(l)au’s 5th World Russell
Means Library case study is a sacred
building in memory and honour of Russell
Means (Russell Means’ Lakota Sioux name
is Oyate Wacinyapin, which translates as
“works for the people”), an Oglala Lakota
Native American patriot. His life effort was
to preserve and improve the endangered
culture and life of Native American people.
With uses for gathering, exhibition and
study of Russell Mean’s life and people,
the library is a contemporary, symbolic
structure that reflects Native American
traditions and local conditions. (Prix and
Schmidbaur)

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

Energy plays an key role in the project, both
literally and conceptually. Resources such
as wind, sun and the earth direct the siting
of the library. Together with the building’s
materiality, they are used to produce a
microclimate in the structure that reduces
the amount of mechanical heating and
cooling to a minimum. In addition, the sun
and wind as well as cold fusion technology
are used to generate electricity and heat for
the upkeep of the facility. In a transcribed
sense, the loose, horizontal layers of the
building will hold that energy creating an
invisible subtle body of atmosphere that is
the double of its material body. (Prix and

Located in Porcupine, South Dakota, in the
Lakota Sioux plains landscape, 900m above
sea level. The building is composed of three
main elements: a round bowl that is carved
into the earth to form a gathering space
referencing traditional kiva structures, a
transparent dome opening into the sky like
a skylight, and a series of horizontal planes
and roofs that emphasise the horizon. A
spine a vertical element in the centre connect
these elements with a central flow of energy.
Seen from above, the bowl and dome
appear as perfect circles to express the six
cardinal directions of the Native American
people––north, east, south, west, down and
Figure: 5.23 (above) Perspective of the library by
Coophimmelblau Architects

Figure: 5.24 (Below) Front Section of the library by
Coophimmelblau Architects
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Native Lenape - Carnasie:

N
E
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Figure 5.25: Native Lenape Matrix Map
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Displaced
Peoples:
T

he thesis’s narrative layer of displaced
people’s comes from not only the Lenape
who were displaced on the site before
European arrival, but the number of
immigrants who came to Brooklyn only
to face extreme levels of adversity and
discrimination. The displaced people’s
narrative reflects on the cultural melting
pot in Brooklyn, aiming to create a place
where everyone feels comfortable and can
socially interact with different cultures
while showcasing their own culture. Large
open spaces can accommodate this, as well
as the dry docks, to help contain acoustics
and frame viewpoints for spectators. As
well as these showcase areas, a community
centre can also make a welcoming and
inclusive environment and landscape for
all.

Figure: 5.26 The Palestinian Museam by Heneghan
Peng Architects overlooking Birzeit

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure

Figure: 5.27 (opposite) the building creates an
assertive form that has a distinct identity within the
landscape through its materiality.

Figure: 5.28 (Above) Side elevation of the Museum
within the landscape
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Displaced Peoples:
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Figure 5.29: Displaced People Matrix Map
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06

Naval
Intervention:
T

he naval history narrative layer of the
site has reshaped the Brooklyn Navy Yard
the most significantly out of any of the
seven principal narratives. It is the naval
intervention that not only gives its name
to the site, but also provides the site with
its current wharf condition. One of the
most dramatic scars on the landscape is the
dilapidated dockyards. The dockyards offer
important design opportunities to engage
the themes of pentimento and layering.
Figure: 5.30 The Maritime Museum by BIG is
located within an old dry dock

The remains of naval architecture and
infrastructure provide significant framing
devices to celebrate historical narratives
within the site. These remains can also be
highlighted to emphasise its historical past.
Incorporating more contemporary styles
of architecture to naval infrastructure such
as dockyards can be both successful and
aesthetically pleasing. The Danish Maritime
Museum in Copenhagen by Bjarke Ingels
group does this well. The design of its dry
dock museum makes the dry dock the
centrepiece of the site.

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

Figure: 5.31 Completed in 2013 the Museum had
to find its place within a unique historic and spatial
context
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Naval Intervention:

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.
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Figure 5.32: Naval Intervention Matrix Map
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New Dawn:
“You design for the
present, with an
awareness of the
past, for a future
which is essentially
unknown.” — Norman
Foster
The narrative layer of the new dawn looks
at two key components: 1) how the story is
told through design, educating the future
and visitors of the site; and 2) focusing
on RO 3, to explore the development of
a future-proof framework––a logistical
landscape solution––that can help enable
the successful ongoing evolution of the
Brooklyn Navy Yard.

Figure: 5.33 Side profile of East-West /West-East by
Richard Sera - Adrian Gaut

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

The New Dawn narrative layer is focused
around the future of the site and what
stories we want to present in the future. As
Norman Foster writes: “You design for the
present, with an awareness of the past, for a
future which is essentially unknown” (Foster).
It demonstrates that after unveiling these
layers of history full of narratives, there is
also still the narrative of the future. How
can we give the future landscape a voice?

Figure: 5.34 East-West /West-East by Richard Sera
gives the landscape a voice and significance of place
- Adrian Gaut

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

The case study East-West/West-East by
Richard Sera in Qatar is an art instalment
of Corten steel plates that follows the
longitude line running through the nation
of Qatar. The location and placement of the
steel plates within the landscape give the
landscape a voice. With scale an important
factor, the landscape dwarfs the plates
and the plates dwarf the visitors. Design
experiments for implementing a voice
within the Brooklyn Navy Yard site will
seek to achieve similar capabilities.

Figure: 5.35 Made from corten steel like many other
works by Richard Sera the art installation looks to
find its place within the desert landscape - Adrian
Gaut
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New Dawn:
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Figure 5.36: New Dawn Matrix Map
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Chapter Six

Preliminary Design

Preliminary Design:
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Waterfront Ecological Design Guide:
Why This Matters:
The United States have spent
more than $47 billion in
claims through the National
Flood Insurance Program
since 1978, 40 percent of
which has come in just the
last 10 years.
We lose an average of nearly
80,000 acres of coastal
wetlands a year due to
development and sea level
rise.
More than 40 percent of
our population lives at the
coast, though many people
are disconnected from their
waterfronts

Resilience:

Reduce risks or be adaptable to the effects of sea level
rise and increased coastal flooding, through setbacks,
structural protection, and other integrative landscaping
measures.

Ecology:

Protect existing aquatic habitats and use designs,
materials, and shoreline configurations to improve the
ecological function of the coastal zone, and strive to be
consistent with regional ecological goals.

Access:

Be equitable and informed by the community, enhancing
public access, supporting a diversity of uses, from
maritime, recreation, and commerce where appropriate,
thereby maximizing the diversity of the harbour and
waterfront.

How It Works:
WEDG is a tool for professionals, communities, and landowners prior
to and during the design process for waterfront projects at the site
scale. Acknowledging the diversity of waterfront uses, from industrial
maritime activity to public parks, WEDG leads users through a series
of considerations that enable design teams to tailor solutions to their
project and context. In this way, it helps translate complex science into
a digestible format, facilitating not only better decisions but serving as a
communication tool between landowners, design teams, regulators, and
communities

WEDG Supports
Answer:
WEDG is for the edge—
urban and suburban projects
along the coastal waterfront.
While it may provide
guidance for projects that do
not have a waterfront edge,
it is intended for properties
directly touching a body of
water along the coast. This
includes projects varying
in scale and capacity across
a broad range of uses—
including, but not limited
to, maritime, residential,
industrial, mixed-use, and
parks.
(Waterfront Alliance)

Exemplary:

Waterfront design for the long term through guidelines
based on sound science, engineering, and community
input.

Communication:

Between diverse stakeholders through a common and
accessible language and images

Education:

Of professionals and community members alike, raising
the base knowledge of available options for resilient,
accessible, and ecologically-sound waterfronts.
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“

6.1

Developed Design Iteration 1

I do not know much about gods; but I think that the river
Is a strong brown god - sullen, untamed and intractable,
Patient to some degree, at first recognised as a frontier;
Useful, untrustworthy, as a conveyer of commerce;
Then only a problem confronting the builder of bridges.
The problem once solved, the brown god is almost forgotten
By the dwellers in cities - ever, however, implacable,
Keeping his seasons and rages, destroyer, reminder
Of what men choose to forget. Unhonoured, unpropitiated
By worshippers of the machine, but waiting, watching and waiting.
His rhythm was present in the nursery bedroom,
In the rank ailanthus of the April dooryard,
In the smell of grapes on the autumn table,
And the evening circle in the winter gaslight.
The river is within us, the sea is all about us;
The sea is the land’s edge also, the granite,
Into which it reaches, the beaches where it tosses
Its hints of earlier and other creation:
The starfish, the horseshoe crab, the whale’s backbone;
The pools where it offers to our curiosity
The more delicate algae and the sea anemone.
It tosses up our losses, the torn seine,
The shattered lobsterpot, the broken oar
And the gear of foreign dead men. The sea has many voices,
Many gods and many voices.
The salt is on the briar rose,
The fog is in the fir trees.
The sea howl
And the sea yelp, are different voices
Often together heard: the whine in the rigging,
The menace and caress of wave that breaks on water,
The distant rote in the granite teeth,
And the wailing warning form the approaching headland
Are all sea voices, and the heaving groaner
Rounded homewards, and the seagull:
And under the oppression of the silent fog
The tolling bell
Measures time not our time, rung by the unhurried
Ground swell, a time
Older than the time of chronometers, older
Than time counted by anxious worried women
Lying awake, calculating the future,
Trying to unweave, unwind, unravel
And piece together the past and the future,
Between midnight and dawn, when the past is all deception,
The future futureless, before the morning watch
When time stops and time is never ending;
And the ground swell, that is and was from the beginning,
Clangs,
The bell.

—
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TS Eliot, The Dry Salvages, Quarter 1
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6.1 Preliminary Design Process

Figure: 6.3 Wetland Preliminary

Figure: 6.1 Wetland Preliminary

03

Figure: 6.4 Wetland Preliminary

04

01
Figure: 6.5 Wetland Preliminary

05

The design of the wetland and the interaction
between the user and wetland was crucial
to start the design process. This was due to
the emphasis between connection to the
water and the systems that needed to be
created throughout the site. As the site was
once a salt marsh it was crucial to bring this
displaced ecology back with the experience
to influence the users direction and feel of
place within the site.

Figure: 6.2 Wetland Preliminary
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Figure: 6.6 Master plan Concept design with
textures

Figure: 6.8 Master plan intervention on site
focusing on green corridors and connection.

Figure: 6.7 Site Collage
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08 Preliminary Design Process
The first developed master plan was tested
around the themes of both displaced
ecologies and connection using ecological
green corridors and connection around the
water’s edge, the site had developed aspects
of pentimento through the 1855 wharves
found in the areas in which the main 3
dry docks are located at the present day.
Although very conceptual the master plan
allows the testing of spatiality.
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Figure: 6.9 Master plan intervention within the site

163 of the Brooklyn Navy Yard

6.2

Developed Design Iteration 2 started with
the precedent of ‘Artspark’ a conceptual
design by world renowned firm Morphosis.
The cultural centre proposed for Los Angeles
can be described as an architectural element
with strong landscape characteristics. With
this landscape characteristic there were
also elements of ‘pentimento’, an above,
below and also a within.

Developed Design Iteration 2
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6.2

The following master plan demonstrates
the manipulation of the Artspark model
to intertwine it with the current site
conditions. changing the spatiality helped
the model fit within the map itself. From this
investigation I looked into Native American
practices involving directionalility.
The next step was to model the architecture
extracting elements then placing them
within the site focusing on the narratives
they can celebrate and creation of place.
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Figure: 6.10 Artspark Master plan on site

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

6.2

Figure: 6.11 Second level plan
view of Morphosis artspark

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

Figure: 6.12 First level plan
view of Morphosis artspark

Figure: 6.13 Artspark physical model from
above showing the intertwining elements.
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Figure: 6.14 Front Rhino model section of the Artspark
model.

Figure: 6.16 Side Rhino model section of Artspark

Figure: 6.15 Plan view Rhino model of Artspark

Figure: 6.17 Rhino model perspective of Artspark
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This content is unavailable.
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Wharfed
Landscape:
D

eveloping from the Arts Park design
a design detail that really stood out was
the directionality of the infrastructure.
This design somewhat resembled a clock
hand, as does that of the wharfs within the
Brooklyn Navy Yard. This developed into
thinking of designing around the wharves
as some sort of wharfed landscape.

Figure: 6.18 Interior plan view of the Yokohama International
Passenger Terminal

With the majority of the site being on
reclaimed land and wharfs this established
a new challenge into how we can design a
landscape that is essentially not a natural
landscape at all, but more a simple wharf.
A design precedent that surrounds this
problem is the Yokohama International
passenger terminal in Yokohama, Japan.
The Yokohama wharf can be argued to blur
the lines between landscape architecture
and architecture itself. The architecture of
the passenger terminal can be preserved
as a landscape itself, whilst simultaneously
as a wharf. What is interesting about
this specific wharf is the layering that is
also intertwined within this ‘artificial’ or
‘architectural’ landscape.

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.

Figure: 6.19 Exterior plan view of the Yokohama International
Passenger Terminal

The design iteration developed from this
certain precedent was how can we develop
architecture on a wharf that dominates
the site whilst layering it at the same time?
How can we develop and experience within
the wharf that will attract users to that
certain area of the site, and how are we
able to create a thriving ecosystem within
this specific area of the site that has been
completely dominated with a man made
structure.

This content is unavailable.
Please consult the figure
list for further details.
Figure: 6.20 Side Section view of the Yokohama International
Passenger Terminal
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Figure: 6.21 The “wharfed landscape” of the
Yokohama International Passenger
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Figure: 6.22 Wharfed landscape development
design side elevation
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Figure: 6.23 Wharfed landscape development sketch one
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Figure: 6.24 Wharfed landscape development sketch two
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Figure: 6.25 Wharfed landscape development sketch three
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Figure: 6.26 Wharfed landscape development sketch four
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02.

Above/Below
Cultural
&
Community Center:
The above and below community center
has been designed from developing certain
areas within the artspark model focusing
on the above and below. The establishment
of the community centre was to provide
displaced people as well as people of Lenape
or any Native American descent a place of
belonging and culture. This programmatic
change was implemented due to the current
community center of the Carnasie/Lenape
People being located in a small office space
in Downtown Manhattan. As mentioned,
the community/cultural center is a place
of culture and belonging, a place to also
showcase the many different arts and
festivals that occur in the neighbourhoods
of Brooklyn.

Figure: 6.28 Perspective of the Cultural Centre
developed from the Artsparks centre

The architecture of the community center
fills the void within the dry dock. This
is crucial as the Native American people
believe in seven cardinal directions. North,
south, east and west, above and below and
finally, within. This explains the centre
being located both above and below, and
also within [the dry dock]. Access to the
below [wetlands within the dry dock] can
be done through the centre as well.

Figure: 6.27 Front and Side sections of the Native Lenape and Carnasie Cultural and Community Centre
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Figure: 6.29 Cultural Centre within the dry docks
of the Brooklyn Navy Yard
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Figure: 6.30 Sky Walk development idea extracted from the Artspark Rhino Model

Figure: 6.31 Perspective of Sky Walk from extracted from Rhino Model

Figure: 6.32 Water connection stepping blocks side section

Figure: 6.33 (Above) water connection perspective
Figure: 6.34 (Below) Water connection side section
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6.3

Developed design iteration 3 begins to
focus on the strategic side of the design. The
design begins on exploring different ways
the user is to move through the site as well
as the easement of progressing through the
site including the connection to the water’s
edge. Wetland design and the experience of
the wetlands takes shape with investigations
into sequencing and habitats ideal for a
thriving wetland and developed ecosystem.
Design development three also draws on
how the site is shaping aesthetically through
axonometric drawings and zooms.

Developed Design Iteration 3
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Design development 3 was focusing on the final
Figure:
6.34 astrategic
Developedscale
Design 3 Iteration Master plan
design on
a wider
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Figure: 6.35 Water edge connection map

Figure: 6.37 Easement potential map

The following maps detail the strategic
analysis and development in improving
the user experience of the Brooklyn Navy
Yard. Figure 6.35 is focused around the
water edge connection - this map highlights
the connection from Dumbo, Brooklyn to
Williamsburg, Brooklyn around the water’s
edge, going through the Brooklyn Navy
Yard. The connection map is emphasised by
the ease of moving along the water’s edge
from one side of the site to another.

Figure: 6.36 Points of interest map
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Figure 6.37 is based around easement
potential and site lines throughout the site.
When looking at the site in plan it is easy to
determine where the easements of moving
through the site are located from both
the road network and the placement of
buildings. Another key layer of analysis of
this map is the framed views and site lines.
What viewpoints are created throughout
the site and what exactly are they framing?

Figure 6.36 highlights points of interest
within the site. If a user was to access the
site, what are some of the key points of
interest that would specifically stand out.
This also includes points of interest that are
able to speak the underlying narrative of
the site also. Included within this map is the
highlighting of the historic shore line in key
flat areas, where it is able to be day lighted
and celebrated.
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1855 Wharf
Easement:
T

he previous easement map presented
one of the most significant framed views
and easements located on the site. This
framed view was from the Wallabout crane
located on the shore of the Wallabout
Channel through to the edge of the brick
buildings on the southern side of the site.
This framed view flows over the three
main dry docks in the site with a strong
relationship to the direction of the 1855
wharves.
The map to the left presents an area
highlighted in red that is the area in which
would be added to allow a better easement
for the wharves and for the users to travel
across the dry docks. Although this may
alter the 1855 wharf a little, the change is
insignificant as it can be described to be
rotated in the slightest. This change also
makes the new boardwalk face directly
North paying homage to the Native
American People’s cardinal direction
of knowledge and to the south of new
beginnings and a successful harvest.
The following pages are iterations of the
experience below the boardwalk within the
dry dock. These iterations also look at how
the user will make way down to the wetland
systems within the dry docks, focusing on
transition and the on ground experience
itself.

Figure: 6.38 Easement Sketch and manipulation of
1800 wharf to allow users to ease through the site
providing direction
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Figure: 6.39 Dry Dock Experience iterations
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Figure: 6.40 Dry Dock Access Iterations
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Wetland
System
S

Wet Meadow

equencing will be the main focus in
wetland design with the following wetland
areas within the Brooklyn Navy Yard.
Sequencing is the changing in water depth
along a series of created wetlands. This will
promote establishment of a suite of different
plants and thereby increase the diversity of
both wildlife habitats and contaminants
that are removed.
Habitat: For wetlands intended primarily as
centres for sustaining wildlife, the optimal
planting configuration should be on that
maximises habitat diversity both vertically
and horizontally as much as possible. This
can be accomplished through both the
spatial arrangement of broadly different
vegetation compartments within and around
the wetland, and by establishing localized
site specific centres go high structural
complexity. In many cases a mosaic of small
patches of emergent vegetation interspersed
with open water pools, channels, and mud
flats rather than the creation of several large
centres of different habitat will maximise
habitat diversity. Planting a bed at least 3
ft (0.3m) and several yards (meters) wide
is important for providing spring nesting
cover.
(France 7)

Open Water

Shallow Marsh

Mud Flat

Figure: 6.41 Sequencing Diagram

OW
S

I

E

MF

T

OW

T

SL

Figure: 6.42 Sequencing diagram
E - emergent
T- trees
I - island with grass
S- submerged MF - mud flats
OW - open water

Figure: 6.44 Stagnant wetland terracing
diagram
Swale

Created Wetland

Natural Wetland
Polishing

Figure: 6.43 Sequencing diagram

Figure: 6.46 Wetland section two

Figure: 6.45 Wetland Section one
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Wetland Design

Wetland
Plantings

14.8
42.0

T

39.7

39.7

13.8
09.8
39.7
06.9

07.9

06.9

04.9

05.9
07.9

11.8

06.9

08.9
05.9

07.9

09.8

Figure: 6.47 Wetland Design concept iteration 1

Figure: 6.48 Final wetland concept design
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he three principle research objectives
through this design investigation are all
answered by the implementation of a
wetland design. The following research
objectives were:
RO1: to reveal and celebrate the pentimento
of the Brooklyn Navy Yard––its underlying
heritage stories––so that important lessons
from the past are not lost;
The wetland design is to reflect the salt
march planting of the site that occurred
before European arrival. These marshlands
were found throughout the Wallabout Bay
and were all native planting.
RO2: to help mitigate the evolving
environmental problems of the Brooklyn
Navy Yard, to return the site to an
ecologically resilient and sustainable
condition;
Mitigating the evolving environment
through wetland planting is crucial as this
planting not only filtrates a significant
amount of water into the East River, the
dockyards are acting as bioretention
basins allowing a thriving ecology to be
established.
RO3: to explore the development of a
future-proof framework––a logistical
landscape solution––that can help enable
the successful ongoing evolution of the
Brooklyn Navy Yard. To future proof the
development of a logistical framework I
think has been done successfully in regards
to wetland planting. A big drive with design
was to place wetland planting in areas where
it was below the surface line of life existing
in the site, or in areas where there is no

Acorus americanus - Sweet Flag
Aronia arbutifolia - Red chokeberry
Baccharis halimifolia - Groundsel bush
Cornus amomum - Silky dogwood
Cornus racemosa - Gray dogwood
Iva frutescens - Salt Marsh elder
Myrica pensylvanica - Bayberry
Pontedaria cordata - Pickerel weed
Hibiscus moscheutos - Rose mallow
Iris versicolor - Blue flag iris
Juncus gerardii - Black grass
Panicum virgatum - Switch grass
Scirpus americanus - Three square
Scirpus pungens - Common three square
Scirpus robustus - Saltmarsh bulrush
Scirpus validus - Soft stemmed bulrush
Spartina cynosuroides - Big cordgrass
Spartina pectinata - Prairie cordgrass
Tripsacum dactyloides - Gamma grass
Zizania aquatica - Wild rice
Aster tenuifolius - Perennial Salt Marsh
Aster

Limonium carolinianum - Sea–lavender
Salicornia virginica - Glasswort
Solidago sempervirens - Seaside goldenrod
Distichlis spicata - Saltgrass
Spartina patens - Salt meadow cordgrass
Spartina alterniflora - Smooth cordgrass
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Figure: 6.49 Developed Design Iteration Site
Axonometric

Booklyn Navy Yard - Brooklyn, NY
01

Site Boundary:

The main area of intervention is within
the walls of the present day brooklyn
Navy Yard with the planning of an
established connection between Dumbo
and Williamsburg along the riverfront
of the East River. This is to help give a
better connection between New Yorkers
to the East river. The site is 91 ha.

198

02

03

The shortage of exsisting greenspace is
evident whilst on site as well as through
satalite imagery. This is to be addressed
by more panting around site as well as
the establishment of green walls and
green roofs helping enhance ecology
and design through an open system for
the future ecosystems to thrive.

The establishment of the wetland
within the Brooklyn Navy Yard will have
to cater for 4% of the catchment area
resulting in 36400 m2. With all wetlands
around the site collectively the final
figure is 39472 m2. Wetlands do not only
provide filtration of water but habitat
for various species.

Green Space:

Wetland Design:

04

Wallabout Bay and Channel:

The Wallabout bay the a tangible layer
of Pentimento that is celebrate through
all horizons of history. As part of the
natural landscape the bay has shaped the
waters edge as well as the introduction
of programme and industry throughout
the years. All interventions are to
incorporate the bay into design.

KEY
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6.4

Developed Design Iteration 4
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Creating
Connection to
the Water
O

ne of the biggest aims throughout
this thesis was providing connection
to the water’s edge. With the existing
environment and infrastructure this was
not possible. The first design move to help
allow this was to remove the surrounding
wall around the Brooklyn Navy Yard site.
The second move was to think how to bring
people down to the waters edge from above
on the piers. It was to be a new level and
experience where it can mitigate evolving
environmental change with changing tides
and storm surge. It had to become a flood
able area. The lower water connection had
to be accessible from all parts of the site so
it was regarded as a level that the user could
only access from point a to point b. These
access points will have the stairs presented
on the left of this page, will ADA regulated
accessible access as well as platforms and
stairs for pause and rest.

Figure: 6.50a Stair design to allow access down to the waters
edge from the piers

The following two pages hold 8 testing(s) of
this connection from the upper piers to the
water connection boardwalk showing the
in between and how space can be created
from these concepts. Areas may also vary
but the key conclusion drawn is that users
would want an easy transition as well as
places or moments of pause and relaxation.
Whilst fig .6.50 developed to be the most
successful test of edge condition.
Figure: 6.50 Water Connection Lower Level Walk Location
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Figure: 6.51 Water Connection Iteration 1

Figure: 6.65 Water Connection Iteration 5

Figure: 6.52 Water Connection Iteration 2
Figure: 6.66 Water Connection Iteration 6

Figure: 6.63 Water Connection Iteration 3

Figure: 6.64 Water Connection Iteration 4
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Figure: 6.67 Water Connection Iteration 7

Figure: 6.68 Water Connection Iteration 8
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03 Masterplans of layering
01
02
03
Ecological

Figure: 6.59 Ecological Master Plan

Levels

Figure: 6.60 Waterways Master Plan

M

aster Plans of Layering:
A concept undertook was taking three specific aims and stories incorporated into making
the design successful, they were: Ecological, Waterways and Levels. With these three specific
narratives and courses drawn from my design matrix, there was the potential to master plan at
a wider scale whilst simultaneously looking for design potentials. The opposite page shows the
difference in these master plans whilst the following pages are presented at a closer scale with
explanations into design moves and keys.
Figure: 6.61 Above and Below Levels
Master Plan
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01

Ecology Master
plan:
The following Master plan focuses on
the highlighting of ecological patterns
within the site. These patterns can be seen
as hot spots of ecological potential and
fittings within the site. A big key drive for
highlighting these areas were:
01 -04 the Wallabout Channel:
05-07 the Steiner Wetland:
08-09 Dry dock 06 Wetland:
10-11 Dry dock 05 Wetland:
12-13 Dry dock 03 Wetland:
(The spaces between. the narrative between
1-2 . Visually feel when the edge is blurred
vs when the edge is crisp. Help find the
narrative. Soft edge vs hard edge. The
common relationship these areas have is the
fact that they are key ecological enhanced
areas from pre European settlement. The
Wallabout Bay was a rich salt marshes area
that has now been completely brutalised.
The map below illustrates key ecological
hot spots around the outer Brooklyn Navy
Yard area.
Figure: 6.62 (Left) Ecology Master Plan
Figure: 6.63 (Right) Surrounding Green space
around Brooklyn
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02

Waterway
Masterplan:

The following Master plan looks into
the mosaic created when investigating
the waterways around the site whilst
incorporating both the existing grid and
precedent of Banyoles, Spain into this
specific site. From the in between and
areas focused on the historic shore line,
there is an opportunity to place a canal to
replicate the same effect Banyoles has with
its displaced waterways but in this case, the
historic shoreline of the Wallabout Bay.
The aim is to incorporate a different
experience with the connection to the later
around the site. Each connection is different
with some areas allowing the users to touch
the water and most if not all areas to express
the narrative of the water, site and of course
the never ending continuity of water as if
weaves through the landscape.
Areas of displaced waterways included
the flat ground and dry dockyards. These
areas were potentials of where we can
mitigate the damage that has been caused
throughout history giving back a specific
horizon of history to what was once in that
site. Much as to what the main goal with the
displaced ecologies master plan included.
These wetlands do not only represent the
displaced ecologies but also the displaced
waterway as both were a thriving system
that has been displaced over the due course
and change in the landscape.

Figure: 6.64 Waterway Master Plan - Brooklyn
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03

Above
and Below
Masterplan:

The above and below master plan focuses
on the stratified landscape becoming
a landscape scape of “pentimento”
intertwining actions with three main
bodies: the above, the below and the middle.
The above and below are opportunities for
the user to connect with the past as well as
a strong establishment to connect to the
water’s edge and the water body itself.
Design moves have been established
through the process of master planning highlighting where these potentials are to
make the user transition from the above
and the below. A trend that is obvious is
the location of the above and below being
centralised within the site. With this
incorporation of the above and below and
showing the areas of the old wharf, it frames
a centralised area not only to bring people
to the waters edge but also the establishment
of a civic like spaced plaza.

Figure: 6.65 Above and Below Master Plan

The following page contains iteration
sections of edge qualities connecting
the users to the waters edge around the
highlighted area.
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The Over bridge master plan was deemed
too significant and large through the last
August review. Incorporating a structure
at this scale along with the lack of life
created above and below the structure was
unrealistic. Although with this in account
life on the ground surrounding started to
take shape as well as planting structure and
different zoning elements throughout.
Figure: 6.66 Developed Design Master
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Figure: 6.67 Designing Urban Life
Diagrams

Designing Urban Life
01: View Phila: Iconic views of the city attracted people, even if comfort was
compromised or the site was not easily accessible. People were drawn to views in
both highly trafficked tourist areas and areas with less traffic. In both types of spaces,
people tended to go straight towards the best view first. Many lingered long enough
to take a photo. If seating was available nearby, this often extended their time spent
in the space by 10 to 15 minutes. Some people even perched on the backs of benches
to get a better view.
Design Tactics: Capitalize on views and design for views and comfort (Schlickman
and Domlesky 37)

01

02

03

04

02: Pittstopping: People didn’t dissipate evenly throughout the spaces. Schooling was
observed in most of the plazas. People were not deterred by crowding or groups
of people; rather, people seemed to be attracted to spaces with a medium-to-high
density of people over spaces with a lower density.
Design Tactics: Priortize exsisting adjacent pathways design through over around.
(61)
03: Lizarding: Soft material in the sun attracted people to recline. Young plaza-goers
tended to bask in the sun if offered a soft surface, such as wood or turf. This was
observed in a range of spaces, both at-grade and elevated. Most often, plaza-goers
basked in small groups of 2-4 people
Design Tactics: Embrace the Sun and Experiment with lounging (35)
04:Schooling: Plazas that incorporated crosswalks or sidewalks resulted in pedestrians
slowing down or stopping on their way. Extending adjacent pathways through a plaza
resulted in increased dwell time and increased overall usage of the space. People who
used pathway extensions that cut through the central part of the plaza space often
lingered more when compared to people who used pathways on the plaza edge.
Design Tactics: Design for clustering and create heterogeneity (41)
05: Donut Effect: People tended to occupy the edges of a plaza before filling in the
middle areas. This was observed in a range of plazas, including plazas with seating
and planting distributed fairly evenly throughout the space. Generally, the capacity
of the spaces along the edge reached between 50-75% before people began migrating
into the interior.
Design Tactics: Design for the edge & activate the void (35)
06: Channelization: Pathways with minimal edge variation sped up pedestrian
traffic and lowered dwell times in the plazas. People tended to walk faster and stop
less frequently in straight pathways through plazas. These pathways were often
undifferentiated from their surroundings in terms of hardscape and planting material
and had few or no openings to the plaza, limiting porosity.
Design Tactics: Vary the Edge and create eddies (39)
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Iterations of the Above
01: Iteration One:
Iteration one contains a series of ramps throughout the over bridge allowing
using to access the above from different points of the site. The ramps also
provide more ramps and stairs to the middle ground allowing life to be
created under the over bridge. The view points are emphasized with the
easements of stairs and a ramp straight to the specific viewpoint.
02: Iteration Two:
allows users to stay along the structure the full way round without having
to come back to ground level. Ramps are put into nine different locations
to allow users to change levels easily with easement and continuously. All
ramps also aim to bring the users to the desired vista lookout points and
share a strong relationship with the flow of people movement on the ground
line.
03: Iteration Three:
demonstrates the inclusion of vegetation along the elevated walkway. The
vegetation will consist of deciduous trees growing above the walkway level
allowing shelter from the morning sun through to midday. The rams have
continued from iteration two with areas below the walkway level to be used
as little noods for slow movement and pause.

01

02

03

04

05

06

04: Iteration Four:
Iteration four presents the developed design of cut outs into the structure
itself. Taking into consideration the lack of life and light underneath the
structure, this design move has been undertaken to bring natural light
underneath. This also allows users to look below the structure and vice
versa allowing users to view the above.
05: Iteration Five:
Iteration five develops from iteration four with the extruded cut out. The
inclusion of vegetation into these cut outs creates a tree walk type form with
the experience of the upper level completely changing. This also provides
a significant amount of shade onto the upper level as well as creating life
below.
06: Iteration Six:
Iteration six has the same development as iteration 5 but instead having
the vegetation located within the corners of the elevated walkway. This
allows more space above creating a zone that can accommodate large
amount of people and affordances such as park benches and lighting.

Figure: 6.68 Iterations of the above
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Figure: 6.70 Dry Dock 5 from Elevated Walkway

Figure: 6.69 Pier K and Wallabout Creek Entrance

Right: Renders have been taken from
existing rhino model at that point of design
development. Both perspectives show: Pier
K with the Wallabout Creek entrance with
connection steps to the waters edge. The
image bottom right shows
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Final design review
25th October 2019

222

223

07

Developed design in the final design
process from the final design review. The
review was under gone on 25 October
2019 with guest critiques whom were
Carles Martinez Alamonya Gual, (internal
academic) Nicole Thompson (Wraight +
Associates) and Renta Jaresin Milic (Unitec
Auckland)

Chapter

Developed Design
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Figure: 7.1 Journey Matrix Master plan

Figure: 7.2 Final Master Plan
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Figure: 7.3 Final Design Site Axonometric
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Figure: 7.4 Crane and Wallabout Creek

Figure: 7.6 Exhibition Site Axo

Figure: 7.5 Dry Dock 4 Lawn Axo
Figure: 7.7 Barge Basin Dry dock
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Figure: 7.8 Elevated structure front section in Dry Dock 5

Figure: 7.9 Elevated structure axonometric

Figure: 7.10 Elevated structure side section
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Final dry dock structure design. The design
replicates the scaffolding infrastructure in place
during the days of ship buildings to allow workings
to manoeuvre around the construction site with
ease. The dry dock structure now allows users to
not only experience the dry docks down below,
but also the above, with the accordance of views
over the Brooklyn Navy Yard, the East River and
Manhattan Island.
Figure: 7.11 Dry dock structure
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Figure: 7.12 Section aa
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Figure: 7.13 Section bb

Figure: 7.14 Section cc

Figure: 7.15 Section dd
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Figure: 7.16 Section ee
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Figure: 7.16a Section ff
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Figure: 7.17 Section gg

Figure: 7.18 Section hh

Figure: 7.19 section ii
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Figure: 7.20 Section jj
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Figure: 7.21 Section kk

Figure: 7.22 Section ll

Figure: 7.23Section mm
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Figure: 7.24 Section nn
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Figure: 7.26 Section pp

Figure: 7.25 Section oo

Figure: 7.27 Section qq
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Figure: 7.28 Section rr
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Figure: 7.29 Section ss

Figure: 7.30 Section tt
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Figure: 7.31 Section uu
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Figure: 7.32 Section vv

Figure: 7.33 Section ww

Figure: 7.34 Section xx
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Figure: 7.35 Section yy
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Figure: 7.36 Section zz

Figure: 7.37 Section aa
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Figure: 7.39 Section cc

Figure: 7.40 Section dd
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Figure: 7.41 Site Planting Palette

Canopy Layer

Planting
P

lanting was a key design component
throughout the whole thesis as to help
mitigate the damage created by the site.
Planting was not only focused around
softing the site with green infrastructure, it
was also based around the systems brought
into play and how the planting and system
created work harmoniously with one
another. A great deal of planting was based
around dutch designer, Piet Oudolf and his
planting of New York’s Highline as well as
various schemes along the North East of
the United States. Oudolf uses a significant
amount of wild grasses and sedges created
a landscape that both enhances the open
system of nature as well as the beauty it
presents.

As well as these landscapes covered
in grasses and sedges, there was also
celebrating the nature of the site itself before
European occupation in the 17th century
onwards. Once a deciduous woodland
lying on the banks of the east river, the site
consisted of native trees and shrubs. These
trees and shrubs posed 3 key areas: the
canopy layer, understory and ground cover
(shrub and grass).
The last design area was the bioswale system.
The bioswale was a filtration system to soak
surface water and runoff, filtrating toxins
through the roots of specific plants. This
filtered water is then fed into the existing
water systems.
Tiarella cordifolia - Heartleaf Foamflower
Zizia aurea - Golden Alexanders

Actaea racemosa - Black Snakeroot
Actaea pachypoda - White Baneberry
Actaea rubra - Red Baneberry
Anemone virginiana - Thimbleweed
Anemone canadensis - Canada Anemone,

Understory
Shrub/Grass
Bioswale

03

02

01

04

05

01 Quercus borealis - Northern Red Oak 02 Ulmus americana - American Elm 03 Acer saccharinum - Silver
Maple 04 Betula alleghaniensis - Swamp Birch 05 Betula nigra - River Birch

Storm Water Planting

Grasses and Sedges
Deschampsia cespitosa - Tufted Hairgrass
Carex pensylvanica - Pennsylvania Sedge
Carex plantaginea - Plantain Leaf Sedge
Panicum virgatum - Switchgrass

Windflower

Aruncus dioicus - Goatsbeard
Asarum canadense - Wild Ginger
Eurybia divaricata - White Wood Aster
Symphyotrichum cordifolium - Heart-

Ferns

Adiantum pedatum - Northern

leaved Aster

Maidenhair Fern

Chelone glabra - White Turtlehead
Dicentra eximia - Wild Bleeding Heart
Geranium maculatum - Wild Geranium
Heuchera americana - ‘Dale’s Strain’

Dryopteris goldiana - Goldies’s Wood Fern
Dryopteris mariginalis - Marginal Wood
Fern

Polystichum acrostichoides - Christmas

American Alumroot

Fern

Mertensia virginica - Virginia Bluebells
Pachysandra procumbens - Allegheny

Thelypteris noveboracensis - New York
Fern

Spurge

Phlox divaricata - Wild Blue Phlox
Phlox stolonifera - Creeping Phlox
Polemonium reptans - Jacob’s Ladder
Polygonatum biflorum - Solomon’s Seal
Solidago caesia - Bridal Wreath Goldenrod
Stylophorum diphyllum - Wood Celandine

Trees
Quercus borealis - Northern Red Oak
Acer saccharinum - Silver Maple
Ulmus americana - American Elm
Betula nigra - River Birch
Betula alleghaniensis - Swamp Birch
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Figure: 7.42 Bio swale and storm water planting system
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Ecology Enhancement:
Mammals & Birds

Icterus galbula - Baltimore Oriole

Cyanocitta cristata -

Sicirus carolinensis- Eastern Gray Squirrel
Dryobates pubescens - Downy

Sialia sialis - Eastern Bluebird

Blue Jay

Archilochus colubris - Ruby
Tachycineta bicolor - Tree Swallow
Septophaga petechia - Yellow Warbler

Tamias Stritatus -

Eastern Chipmunk

Insects

Melanoplus bivittatus - Two-Striped Grasshopper

Canopy & Understory

Danaus plexippus -

Danaus - Various Caterpillar Species

Andrena - Various Native Bee’s

Monarch Butterfly

Progomphus obscurus- Common Sanddragon
Cyphonocerinae - Fireflies

Habitat for species of Caterpillar to feed
birds and small mammals.

Open meadow field for crickets,
grasshoppers and native beetles

Quercus borealis - Northern Red Oak
Acer saccharinum - Silver Maple

Plants & Grasses

Deschampsia cespitosa - Tufted Hairgrass Carex plantaginea - Plantain Leaf
Carex pensylvanica - Pennsylvania Sedge Thelypteris noveboracensis -

Betula nigra - River Birch
Betula alleghaniensis - Swamp Birch

Panicum virgatum Switchgrass

Ulmus americana - American Elm

Seat

Grassed Area

Seat

Walkway

Bio
Swale

Shared Zone

Cycle Way

Bio Swale

Road

Figure: 7.43 Ecology Enhancement Section
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Figure: 7.44 Pre material inside dry dock

Figure: 7.45 Pre material dry dock structure from
the north

Figure: 7.50 Pre material dry dock

Figure: 7.46 Pre material dry dock structure from the

Figure: 7.47 Pre material site from ferry dock

Figure: 7.48 Pre material lower walkway

Figure: 7.49 Pre material excavated dry dock
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Figure: 7.51 Pre material dry dock structure
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Figure: 7.52 Dry dock structure
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Figure: 7.53 Dry dock structure and community/ cultural centre to the right
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Figure: 7.54 Community/Cultural centre with the Wallabout Crane in the Background
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Figure:7.57 Wetlands within the dry dock

Figure: 7.56 Night time scene above dry dock
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Figure: 7.57 Evening Scene over the Brooklyn Navy Yard
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Figure: 7.58 Exterior of community/cultural centre native planting surrounding
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Figure: 7.59 Excavated historic dry dock with the Wallabout Creek to the right
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Figure: 7.60 Evening scene from walkway

Figure: 7.61 Site perspective looking North

Figure: 7.62 Evening scene from walkway

Figure: 7.63 View from dry dock structure

Figure: 7.64 Dry Dock structure lighting

Figure: 7.65 Structure from grassed area

Figure: 7.66 Native American Elm trees

Figure: 7.67 Historic shoreline waterway
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Figure: 7.68 Dry dock with 1855 wharf replica

Figure: 7.69 Excavated historic dry dock
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08

A

bandoned heritage sites have important
stories to tell that relate to the evolution of
the environment in which they stand. With
these sites losing identity through time due
to the change in programme, as well as
becoming vulnerable to climate change, the
underlying stories of these sites are at risk
of being lost.

Chapter Eight

in the final design that these layers of
history have been celebrated. From layers of
ecological significance to highlighting the
derelict infrastructure, the site throughout
has celebrated. These relics influence and
experience of the user being able to journey
above and below the site surface, as well as
framing and highlight specific layers of the
sites narrative.

The Brooklyn Navy yard site has been
investigated through a range of scales,
scopes and testing. Landscape architecture
can be at the forefront of sustainable design
to help mitigate adverse issues that affect
the urban context today, while reawakening
the narrative layers lost over time. There has
been a significant amount learned, not only
about how to celebrate a narrative through
landscape architecture, but also how to
restore ecological well-being within an
abandoned industrial site.

Conclusions

RO2 investigates the challenge of mitigating
evolving environmental problems on
the site, looking into how the site can be
brought back to its ecologically resilient and
sustainable condition. The design outcome
was a significant amount of bio swales
and wetland systems in place, combating
pollutants and making the site significantly
more resilient. More work should have
been done around rising sea levels. This
would have been explored in greater detail
if more time was given.

The design lead research investigation had
three main research objectives that drove
the design process:
• Revealing
and
celebrating
the
pentimento of the site––its underlying
heritage stories––so that important
lessons from the past are not lost;
• Mitigating evolving environmental
problems so that the site can be
returned to an ecologically resilient and
sustainable condition; and
• Developing a future-proof framework
for the site’s ongoing evolution.

RO 3 was based around developing a future
proof framework for the site’s ongoing
evolution. This was heavily influenced by
Charles Waldheim’s “logistical framework”.
Reconceiving viable new programmes for
evolving sites, a logistical framework has
been conceived, enabling a multiplicity of
transformative options to be available over
time. This has been achieved through the
design concepts and final design catering
for change not only of programme but also
the evolving environment.

RO 1 focused on the pentimento of the
site, looking into the layers of history and
how we can celebrate each layer of history
through landscape architecture. It is evident
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One important limitation to this thesis
investigation is the distance between
Wellington and the site, which meant that
my only chance to visit the site in person was

289

before my thesis was officially underway. A
site visit would have been more effective if
it was undertaken later in the investigation,
or if a second site visit had been able to be
carried out. Another major limitation was
the scale of the site. With the site being 91
hectares in total, the design could not engage
all areas of the site equally and important
areas of focus had to be selected. The scale
of the site also proved that a project such
as the Brooklyn Navy Yard would also need
a range of multidisciplinary individuals to
successfully carry out thorough design - this
would include water engineers, hydrologists
and ecologists.

itself - potentially the Wallabout Channel.
With the time given, testing, iterations and
final design this overall design has been
successful in meeting the needs of the
research objectives.
The concepts and developed design
have been produced to help develop and
guide landscape architects in a way to
successfully tell the narrative of the site
through celebration and design intended
to mitigate evolving environments. With
stories in abandoned industrial sites being
lost to development and climate change,
it is fundamentally important that we tell
these stories through landscape design and
the canvas of pentimento of visible trace of
earlier painting beneath a layer or layers of
paint on a canvas. Landscape architecture
has the capability to tell these stories.

As mentioned, at the site of the Brooklyn
Navy Yard the spaces designed have been
successful but could have been executed
in a lot more detail. One of those most
successful design areas accomplished
would be the dockyard structure. I believe
this is one of the centrepieces, and the
most celebrated design intervention on
the site. From the narrative meaning
(dockyard scaffolding), the wetland system
underneath and the experience it gives
logistically and on the user, it is definitely
successful. On reflection it may have been
beneficial to stick to one area of the site

Figure: 7.70 Structure at sunset.
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06.19: Exterior plan view of the Yokohama International Passenger Terminal. FOA Architects. 2002.
Yokohama, Japan. 2019. https://www.archdaily.com/554132/ad-classics-yokohama-internationalpassenger-terminal-foreign-office-architects-foa
06.20: Side Section view of the Yokohama International Passenger Terminal. FOA Architects. 2002.
Yokohama, Japan. 2019. https://www.archdaily.com/554132/ad-classics-yokohama-internationalpassenger-terminal-foreign-office-architects-foa
06.21: The “wharfed landscape” of the Yokohama International Passenger. Satoru Mishima. 2002.
Yokohama, Japan. 2019. https://www.archdaily.com/554132/ad-classics-yokohama-internationalpassenger-terminal-foreign-office-architects-foa
06.22: Wharfed landscape development design side elevation. Authors own image. 2019
06.23: Wharfed landscape development sketch one. Authors own image. 2019
06.24: Wharfed landscape development sketch two. Authors own image. 2019
06.25: Wharfed landscape development sketch three. Authors own image. 2019
06.26: Wharfed landscape development sketch four. Authors own image. 2019
06.27: Front and Side sections of the Native Lenape and Carnasie Cultural and Community Centre.
Authors own image. 2019
06.28: Perspective of the Cultural Centre developed from the Artsparks centre. Authors own image.
2019
06.29: Cultural Centre within the dry docks of the Brooklyn Navy Yard. Authors own image. 2019
06.30: Sky Walk development idea extracted from the Artspark Rhino Model. Authors own image. 2019
06.31: Perspective of Sky Walk from extracted from Rhino Model. Authors own image. 2019
06.32: Water connection stepping blocks side section. Authors own image. 2019
06.33: Water connection perspective. Authors own image. 2019
06.34: Water connection side section. Authors own image. 2019
06.34a: Developed Design 3 Iteration Master plan. Authors own image. 2019
06.35: Water edge connection map. Authors own image. 2019
06.36: Points of interest map. Authors own image. 2019
06.37: Easement potential map. Authors own image. 2019
06.38: Easement Sketch and manipulation of 1800 wharf to allow users to ease through the site providing
direction. Authors own image. 2019
06.39: Dry Dock Experience iterations. Authors own image. 2019
06.40: Dry Dock Access Iterations. Authors own image. 2019
06.41: Sequencing Diagram. Authors own image. 2019
06.42: Sequencing Diagram. Authors own image. 2019
06.43: Sequencing Diagram. Authors own image. 2019
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06.44: Stagnant wetland terracing diagram. Authors own image. 2019
06.45: Wetland Section one. Authors own image. 2019
06.46: Wetland Section two. Authors own image. 2019
06.47: Wetland Design concept iteration 1. Authors own image. 2019
06.48: Final wetland concept design. Authors own image. 2019
06.49: Developed Design Iteration Site Axonometric. Authors own image. 2019
06.50: Water Connection Lower Level Walk Location. Authors own image. 2019
06.50a: Stair design to allow access down to the waters edge from the piers. Authors own image. 2019
06.51: Water Connection Iteration 1. Authors own image. 2019
06.52: Water Connection Iteration 2. Authors own image. 2019
06.53: Water Connection Iteration 3. Authors own image. 2019
06.54: Water Connection Iteration 4. Authors own image. 2019
06.55: Water Connection Iteration 5. Authors own image. 2019
06.56: Water Connection Iteration 6. Authors own image. 2019
06.57: Water Connection Iteration 7. Authors own image. 2019
06.58: Water Connection Iteration 8. Authors own image. 2019
06.59: Ecological Master Plan. Authors own image. 2019
06.60: Waterways Master Plan. Authors own image. 2019
06.61: Above and Below Levels Master Plan. Authors own image. 2019
06.62: Ecology Master Plan. Authors own image. 2019
06.63: Surrounding Green space around Brooklyn. Authors own image. 2019
06.64: Waterway Master Plan - Brooklyn. Authors own image. 2019
06.65: Above and Below Master Plan. Authors own image. 2019
06.66: Developed Design Master Plan. Authors own image. 2019
06.67: Designing Urban Life Diagrams. Authors own image. 2019
06.68: Iterations of the above. Authors own image. 2019
06.69: Pier K and Wallabout Creek Entrance. Authors own image. 2019
06.70: Dry Dock 5 from Elevated Walkway. Authors own image. 2019

Design

07.1: Journey Matrix Master plan. Authors own image. 2019
07.2: Final Master Plan. Authors own image. 2019
07.3: Figure: 7.3 Final Design Site Axonometric. Authors own image 2019
07.4: Crane and Wallabout Creek Axo. Authors own image. 2019
07.5: Dry Dock 4 Lawn Axo. Authors own image. 2019
07.6: Exhibition Site Axo. Authors own image. 2019
07.7: Barge Basin Dry dock. Authors own image. 2019
07.8: Elevated structure front section in Dry Dock. Authors own image. 2019
07.9: Elevated structure axonometric. Authors own image. 2019
07.10: Elevated structure side section. Authors own image. 2019
07.11: Dry dock structure. Authors own image. 2019
07.12: Section aa. Authors own image. 2020
07.13: Section bb. Authors own image. 2020
07.14: Section cc. Authors own image. 2020
07.15: Section dd. Authors own image. 2020
07.16: Section ee. Authors own image. 2020
07.16a: Section ff. Authors own image. 2020
07.17: Section gg. Authors own image. 2020
07.18: Section hh. Authors own image. 2020
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07.19: Section ii. Authors own image. 2020
07.20: Section jj. Authors own image. 2020
07.21: Section kk. Authors own image. 2020
07.22: Section ll. Authors own image. 2020
07.23: Section mm. Authors own image. 2020
07.24: Section nn. Authors own image. 2020
07.25: Section oo. Authors own image. 2020
07.26: Section pp. Authors own image. 2020
07.27: Section qq. Authors own image. 2020
07.28: Section rr. Authors own image. 2020
07.29: Section ss. Authors own image. 2020
07.30: Section tt. Authors own image. 2020
07.31: Section uu. Authors own image. 2020
07.32: Section vv. Authors own image. 2020
07.33: Section ww. Authors own image. 2020
07.34: Section xx. Authors own image. 2020
07.35: Section yy. Authors own image. 2020
07.36: Section zz. Authors own image. 2020
07.37: Section aa. Authors own image. 2020
07.38: Section bb. Authors own image. 2020
07.39: Section cc. Authors own image. 2020
07.40: Section dd. Authors own image. 2020
07.41: Site Planting Palette. Authors own image. 2020
07.42: Bioswale and storm water planting system Authors own image. 2020
07.43: Ecology Enhancement Section. Authors own image. 2020
07.44: Pre material inside dry dock. Authors own image. 2020
07.45: Pre material dry dock structure from the north. Authors own image. 2020
07.46: Pre material dry dock structure from the south. Authors own image. 2020
07.47: Pre material site from ferry dock. Authors own image. 2020
07.48: Pre material lower walkway. Authors own image. 2020
07.49: Pre material excavated dry dock. Authors own image. 2020
07.50: Pre material dry dock structure. Authors own image. 2020
07.51: Pre material dry dock structure. Authors own image. 2020
07.52: Dry dock structure Render. Authors own image. 2020
07.53: Dry dock structure and community/ cultural centre to the right. Authors own image. 2020
07.54: Community/Cultural centre with the Wallabout Crane in the Background. Authors own image.
2020
07.55: Wetlands within the dry dock. Authors own image. 2020
07.56: Night time scene above dry dock. Authors own image. 2020
07.57: Evening Scene over the Brooklyn Navy Yard. Authors own image. 2020
07.58: Exterior of community/cultural centre native planting surrounding. Authors own image. 2020
07.59: Excavated historic dry dock with the Wallabout Creek to the right. Authors own image. 2020
07.60: Evening scene from walkway. Authors own image. 2020
07.61: Site perspective looking North. Authors own image. 2020
07.62: Evening scene from walkway. Authors own image. 2020
07.63: View from dry dock structure. Authors own image. 2020
07.64: Dry Dock structure lighting. Authors own image. 2020
07.65: Structure from grassed area. Authors own image. 2020
07.66: Native American Elm trees. Authors own image. 2020
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Noun
A visible trace of earlier painting beneath a layer or layers of paint on a canvas.
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